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FADE IN:

EXT. BRIAR STREET, 1993 - EVENING
(JONAS, SHAY)

JONAS AND SHAY MANLEY,(20's), stroll AIDEN, (2-years-old),
down  a street in suburbia USA smelling of mediocre Iowa. 
Shay is a prissy tomboy - country, but not country bumpkin,
sweet but street smart.  Jonas is a good ole' boy, a man's
man.

SHAY
Well, aren't you going to even say
anything?  I mean, you haven't even
said one word to me since we started
this walk?  And, you've been out
hunting all weekend. 

JONAS
I don't know.  I just don't know
what to say anymore.

SHAY
Anymore?  I mean, really Jonas. 
We've been through this a zillion
times!  When have you really ever
been able to tell me what's goin' on
with you?  It's like you don't
communicate with me about real issues
and then four times a year you do
and then you just yell at me for
trying to talk to you.  I'm tired.

Shay pushes the stroller ahead in frustration.

JONAS
Well, here we go again!  It's always
all me, and you never take
responsibility for your part, now do
you?  You always - - -

SHAY
Oh really?  Dr. Purvey says I do a
great job in taking responsibility
for my issues, and that you could
use some opening up!  Did all of
those years of counseling and praying
not affect you at all?

JONAS
Dr. Purvey...what in the hell does
she know?  She's just another friggin'
crazy shrink who wants her money! 
Speaking of her, oh, I just can't
wait to hear what she had to tell
you today.

(MORE)
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JONAS (CONT'D)
Praying...my prayers have fallen on
empty ears.  God smod!  He sucks.

SHAY
I'm sorry you feel that way.

(beat)
Dr. Purvey said...well, what do I
say first?  Do you even know me? 
Off you go each weekend, doing what
you like to do...and what about me
and Aiden?  Do you even know what my
goals are in life anymore?  I'll
tell you, because I think I've even
forgotten...I love a beautiful art
museum, a great book, good movies. 
Do you remember any of this about
me?  Our marriage has mainly been
about your needs. 

Shay fights back tears.  Jonas stares blankly.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Stonewalling me...that's the story
of our marriage.  Don't you have
anything to say?  I have forgotten
myself over the last three years and
I want me back and it's obvious we
can't make this work.  Oh God...

JONAS
Quit the Bible thumping Shay!  God
hasn't done crap for me over the
years.

SHAY
Really?  Well, I can't do this
anymore, until you get you right. 
I've been praying night and day and
day and night for this marriage to
work, but you aren't doing your half. 
I'm sorry, it's over.  Aiden can't
grow up with us being like
this...we've tried for years. 

Aiden babbles from his stroller.

JONAS (sneers)
You finally had the guts to do it,
now didn't you?  Didn't think weak
little Shay was tough enough to pull
this one out.  What a surprise.   

SHAY
That's it...I want a divorce.  It's
over
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JONAS
You'll regret this. 

SHAY
I truly hope your life is all you
think you want...I'm sorry, but I
know there is a better life out there
for all of us.

CUT TO:

INT. SHAY(MANLEY)TILLMAN'S DINING ROOM - EVENING (12 YEARS
LATER)
(AIDEN, KAT, NICOLETTE, RENEE, SHAY)

The dining room is illuminated with candles.  KAT
BARNETT,(30's), is classy, all cashmere and pearls.  NICOLETTE
HUDSON,(30's), is spunky with purple hair.  SHAY
TILLMAN(MANLEY),(30's), is sweet and athletic.  RENEE
BARNETT,(12), is mature with a dry sense of humor.  AIDEN
TILLMAN,(14), is a restless, depressed teen musician. 

SHAY
Oh hey, Aiden, honey.  I like your
new skull hoodie.  Did you get that
at Glen's Mart today? 

AIDEN (angry)
Gosh Dude, Mom, yeah...what kind of
crap music are you guys listening
to?

SHAY
I'll act like I didn't hear that
insult to my favorite band, thank
you very much.  Watch your mouth
please.

KAT
Hi Aiden, how are you?

NICOLETTE
Hey!  How's it going Fresh Prince.

He GRUNTS and heads for the door.

AIDEN
Goin' to Kent's, Mom.  Band practice.

SHAY
Is Kent's Mom home?  And, is Darrin
going to be there?

AIDEN
Yeah Mom, gosh, quit drillin' me!
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SHAY
Honey, you know Darrin just got out
of...well, you know, got off the
drugs and moved back home.

AIDEN
Yeah, his mom will be home.  Darrin's
fine.  Man, just get off of me okay?

SHAY
Now listen here young man, I'm not
here to be your best friend but your
Mom!  And, you have no room whatsoever
to wiggle after the crap you put us
through this summer!

(beat)
Are you picking up on what I'm puttin'
down?

AIDEN
Gosh, Dude, yeah!  Can I go now? 

SHAY
Listen, it's Mom, not Dude.  I'm
serious, chill please.  See you at
10:00.  Now...I love you Aiden.  Be
careful.

Aiden SLAMS the door behind him.

SHAY (CONT'D)
He's been even more depressed and
angry since Kendra broke up with
him.  Kendra's Mom called and said
he was saying at school he wanted to
kill himself!  Aiden said he was
kidding, but I'm not taking that
lightly.  We have been going to the
school counselor,  but he still seems
down. 

NICOLETTE
Come, sit!  I'm sorry it's been so
hard...we'll pray for ya.  Those
teenage years, for the most part,
were hell on wheels at times for me.

KAT
It's good your not discarding this
even though he told the counselor he
was just kidding.  I was designing
an interior today for this lady,
same thing with her son.  There's a
lot of teen suicide today.  Keep an
eye on him.  That first break-up is
usually atrocious.  
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Silence fills the room.

SHAY
Hey!  I don't want to be Shay the
downer here so, speaking of first
love...so Nic, how was your date
with Jack the other night?

Kat shrieks with girly excitement.  Always the life of the
party, Nicolette does the Chicken Dance.

NICOLETTE
What was the other night even?  I
don't remember?  I worked at the
coffee shop until six and then---

Kat rolls her eyes and musters a yawn of boredom.

KAT
Oh you do too!  New Year's night! 
The night he kissed you...hello! 
You're so dramatic...please.

You typically do the Chicken Dance
when you are trying to avoid
something.  He must really like you. 
He came back two hours after he
dropped you off just to give you a
good night kiss.  You didn't tell us
the whole story---

NICOLETTE
I did!  You didn't listen---

KAT
You made it sound like he drove around
for two hours and then came back for
the kiss!

NICOLETTE
Listen!  We all left Stephen's party
about 12:40 and I said if you're not
too tired we could drive around. 
Jack was like yeah, but I have to
get back to the church and shut down
and do the alarm after the church
party.  

KAT
Okay...

NICOLETTE
So then he dropped me off after that
and said good night and I went into
my room.
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SHAY
Yeah, right - - -

NICOLETTE
And then I saw there were two missed
calls on my phone...two hours later. 
He drove around for two hours before
he got the nerve to come back.  Cute,
right?

Oh, so cute!  Really, I bet you were
freakin' out?

NICOLETTE
So I was like, what the heck!  I
call him back and he's like I forgot
to give you something, and I'm like,
what, you have something for me? 
And he's like - - -

KAT
Were you clueless to the kiss?

NICOLETTE
No!  I mean, I was kind of like,
well, and then I was like crap, I
gotta put some gum in my mouth really
quick.

LAUGHING and CLAPPING fills the room. 

RENEE
Mom, seriously?  Yeck, like this is
gross.  Count me out on this little
girlfriend chat.  This is disturbing. 
It's actually redonkulous!  I'm just
gonna play Star Doll.

NICOLETTE
Then I was like in my pajamas, so I
told him I'd get a jacket and meet
him at the front door.

SHAY (whispering)
Did you have a sexy teddy on?

NICOLETTE (giggling)
Nooooooooooooooooo!

SHAY (Coyly)
Just kidding!  Gosh!  I wish I had
someone to go to the door for.  In
sweats and pimple medicine even!
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NICOLETTE
Yeah, you do need a date. 

(beat)
Okay, so then I went to the door and
he was like hey, I forgot to give
you this...and he pecked me on the
lips really fast.  I started
laughing..

KAT
I'm shocked...you actually started
laughing?  Dear, dear---

NICOLETTE
But it was like a giggly laugh not
a...har, har, har like laugh!

KAT
Seriously?  Nicolette Hudson---

NICOLETTE
He drove all the way back just for a
kiss...

SHAY
So...was it bad?

NICOLETTE
Was it bad?  The kiss you mean?

SHAY
No, the drive back!  The New Year's
Eve traffic!

Shay laughs so hard she cries.

KAT
I'm glad we cleared that story up. 
Now we just need to fix Shay up.  I
saw you talking to Jimmy Jeffries at
the sandwich shop the other day?

SHAY
Are you kidding?  I was his team
leader his first day in high
school...he's a baby.  I do think
it's interesting Jimmy has two
different colored eyes though...

RENEE
Yeah, I once saw a dog like that! 
It was weird.

Renee smiles smugly at her joke.  They laugh.
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SHAY
Seriously...one day the right man
will walk into my life.  I'm not
worried about it.  But...the good
ones are even harder to find at my
age. 

KAT
Oh pooey!  You act like you're an
old lady or something.  You're not
dead for goodness sakes!  Sometimes
I wish Renee's Dad would have wanted
to marry me when we found out we
were pregnant, but I know it just
wasn't the right time.  But, I finally
felt like I had something to live
for.

NICOLETTE
Well, I never thought you and Ernie
should have been together.  It's
okay.  We all mess up.I like that
you have been seeing Mark though...he
seems sweet.

KAT
He's quite lovely, but he's moving
to California, remember?

SHAY
Right...you never know though.  Give
him a reason to stay, right?  I get
gay vibes from him though.

KAT
Really?  I'm usually excellent at
picking up gay vibes.  I find that
very peculiar, indeed.

RENEE
Need to go Mom.  See ya later
alligators.  My Mom needs to get my
butt to bed. 

NICOLETTE (crazy voice, chicken dance)
See you squirrels soon!

INT.  SHAY TILLMAN'S LIVING ROOM, EVENING (THE NEXT DAY)
(AIDEN, MAX, SHAY)

Shay sits pensively on her oversized sofa.  Aiden attempts
to sneak in the front door.

SHAY
Aiden, do you know what time it is?

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
I was just getting ready to call
Kent's mom for the tenth time.  Why
didn't you or someone answer!  I was
about to come and get you.  I was
worried---

AIDEN
Sorry Mom!  Gosh, you scared the
crap out of me.  What are you doing
tryin' to sneak up on me!  We were
playing with the band and this X-Box
game and...you know. 

Shay follows Aiden to his bedroom.

SHAY
No, I don't know.  How can I trust
you if you can't even make one little
call to me to check in?  Don't they
answer the phone over there?

AIDEN
Just chill Mom, it's no big deal...

SHAY
No big deal to who?  I mean, I was
really starting to get worried. 

AIDEN (yelling)
Whatever Mom!  I'm still mad at you
from last weekend!  Your rules here
are retarded!  My Dad doesn't make
me do that!  Why do you act like
everything's just fine now?  After
everything we argued about? 
Everything you said...your rules...

SHAY (sad)
I don't think my rules are actually
strict enough.  You think you've got
it so bad and I just don't understand. 
Like the card I wrote you said...I
said I was sorry I yelled at
you...can't we move on?  I guess
maybe you didn't listen to my apology? 
Can't you just say you're sorry too
and meet me in the middle?  Life is
too short to be bitter and angry---

AIDEN
Get off of me Mom, just get out!

Aiden hurls himself on the bed and covers his face with his
pillow.
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SHAY
I'm not getting out...this angriness,
this lack of communication...how can
we improve? 

(beat)
What other so-called-rules are you
talking about?  Bedtime, computer
usage, etc. is the same here as it
is at your Dad's now, you can watch
MTV if you tell me what it is.  But
why can't you just look at all of
the good things going on over here
and in your life.  Your Dad and I
get along, you have two great houses,
we all love you!  Please---

AIDEN
You don't even know what your part
is, Mom, 'cause every time I come
over all you do is annoy me by doing
stuff like you did that one night I
came home from Kendra's, questioning
me to death, and me like answering
your questions, like a thousand times! 
And then you bring up more stuff
like your gonna have to start talkin'
more and crap...It's retarded.  I
don't want to deal with it.  At all.

SHAY (crying)
You break my heart Aiden, just break
my heart.  It's late and I don't
want to argue.  I just love you so
much and when you constantly clam up
and you are mean to me...I just don't
know what to do!

Shay walks to the bed and touches his back.  Aiden flinches. 

SHAY (CONT'D)
Good night.  I love you.  Let's talk
more tomorrow, please?

Aiden slams his bedroom door.  Shay walks to the living room. 
A drab lamp throws bad light.  She plops on the sofa with
and stares at a photo on a shelf.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Grandma, I wish you were here to
help.  Please God, Aiden - he's yours. 
Please help me.  What will it take
for him to change?  My life stinks
right now, I sure could use a lift.

The phone RINGS.  INTERCUT SHAY TILLMAN'S HOME AND MAX
SAMSON'S HOME
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SHAY (CONT'D)
Hello?

MAX
Is Mia available?

SHAY
Mia?  You must have the wrong number.

MAX
Sorry.  Have a nice night, sorry to
bother you.

SHAY
It's not a problem.  Can I help you
find someone, it's a small town you
know, and I bet there aren't many
Mia's around.

MAX
I know it's small, I graduated from
Miller, near you, and left after
college.  I got out of that hole of
a town.  With the whopping population
of 1,000, we're talking a major
metropolis, right?

SHAY
Yeah, good ole' Tecular...and Miller. 
I had plans to get out.  What year
did you graduate?  What's your name?

MAX
Max Samson, 1985.  How about you?

SHAY
Oh, I'm a about eight years younger,
that's why I don't know you.  Doesn't
ring a bell.  Can't know everyone
around here I guess.  Do you get
back to Iowa much?

MAX
I guess I make it back to those
cornfields about three to five times
a year.  Actually, my mother, Mia,
still lives there, in Tecular
actually.

SHAY
Really?  Does your Dad live here
too?

MAX
No.  Dad passed away about four years
ago.  He is still there in spirit
though.
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SHAY
I'm so sorry for your loss...  I
didn't mean---oh my gosh.  I don't
even know you, I'm totally---

MAX
Don't worry about it...it's okay. 
He went to the Lord.

SHAY
Actually, I understand...I lost Mom
about the same time.

MAX
No worries...it's all good now.

SHAY (embarrassed)
Oh...uh, well, good to talk to you. 
I'll let you go.  Sorry to ramble
on.  Have a good night.

MAX
You have a good night too.  I've
enjoyed our little visit.  Believe
it or not, you helped brighten this
dark, empty city I live in.

SHAY
Where do you live?

MAX
Sin City.

SHAY
Cool, you live in New York.  Seems
like it's pretty bright there?

MAX (Laughs)
I'm sure there's oodles of sin there
too, however I live in Las Vegas.

SHAY
You can tell I don't get out much. 
I wanted to be a journalist, but... 
long story.  Apparently I wouldn't
have been much of one if I don't
even know what Sin City is.

MAX (laughs)
That can be a good thing.

SHAY
Not getting out much or not being a
journalists?  I know, some of those
journalists get a bad rap---
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MAX
No, it can be a good thing not getting
out much.  Are you always so funny?

SHAY
If you say so.  I have a couple of
friends who keep me funny I guess. 
Wow, Las Vegas, it must be incredible
living there.

MAX
It is the entertainment mecca for
sure, so it does have its up moments. 
I shouldn't diss the city...it's
great.  I think, believe it or not,
I miss the friendly people of Iowa
especially being divorced and just
moving here five years ago for a
job.  My mother, Mia, went back home
when her cancer got bad.

SHAY
Gosh, I'm so sorry.  I'm divorced
too.  I agree, the people around
here are really nice, they'd do
anything for you.  I'd miss that. 
How old is your Mom?

MAX
Let me think.  She's 82 now.  Since
my dad died, though, she hasn't been
the same...she misses him a ton. 
The cancer was in remission, but it
kicked up after he died.  She won't
move here and I'm not sure I could
live there again.  It's a sore
subject.

SHAY
We have a lot in common, sounds like. 
My Dad is in poor health too.Since
we lost Mom, it's been hard on him
and he's gotten really gruff.  Or
should I say, he's simply just gotten
a lot crankier?  At least he's got
his mind.

(beat)
What job took you all the way to
Vegas?

MAX
I own a club, and a hotel or two. 
Dad left me some money too, so I
thought I'd invest out here.
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SHAY
You are joking!  Is your last name
Hilton, by chance.  And here I am in
Tecular...I never got out of this
place.  A Motel 6 sounds good to me
about now, that'd be a vacation for
me.  How about a manicure at the Cut
and Claw Spa?

MAX (laughs)
No, I am not one of the Hiltons. 
You are a stitch...isn't that what
they say back in Iowa?  Strange...I
was just thinking I need to get back
home to rest and connect with...I
don't know...myself.  Mother isn't
getting any better.  Vegas...it's
not all it's cracked up to be.  There
are a lot of hard, mixed-up people
here.  Good people too, it's just
not Iowa people.  Not sure I could
live there again.

SHAY
Well, you sound like a nice person. 
Look me up if you get around.  We
could have a coffee or something.

MAX
That sounds fun.  You sound nice
too.  Um, I know we don't know each
other, but---I haven't talked to a
real lady this long about real life,
well...in a long time.  I hope I
mistakenly  dial my mom, Mia's number
again.  Mia was my great grandma's
name.

SHAY (stammering)
You...could, you could dial the wrong
number again.  Mia is a beautiful
name.

(beat)
You don't even know my name.

MAX
I guess that shows that what your
name is doesn't really matter if
you...if I may be so kind as to
ask...your name?  Didn't want to
come across weird by asking.  I
promise I'm not a stalker.

SHAY (giggles)
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SHAY (nervous)
(beat)

I wear a lot of visors..I...

MAX
Visors?  You are a funny lady!  Shay
Tillman, that's a great name.  My
best friend in grade school, her
name was Shay.  I have really enjoyed
your company tonight.  Please call
again when you have some time.  I
promise not to bother you.  I'll
hope to hear from you.  You have my
number on caller id?  Do you Facebook?

SHAY
Yep I do.  Got your number on my
phone.  I've enjoyed talking to you
too, Max.  Well Max Samson, good
night to you.  Is this weird?  I
have never done this before---

MAX
This call is the coolest weirdest
thing I've ever experienced.

SHAY
Thanks.  By the way, you're missin'
some pretty amazing stars tonight.

MAX
I bet I am, I miss those.  I just
see skyscrapers and neon lights.  I
may just get out there soon so I can
catch them.  Good night Shay.

SHAY
Good night Max.

Shay plops down in a daze.

SHAY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
What just happened?

She presses the phone against her chest and stares out into
the starry night.

INT. SHAY'S HAIR SHACK -- MORNING
(JACK, KAT, NICOLETTE, RENEE, SHAY)

Shay trims Nicolette's hair in her trendy salon.  Kat sits
in a chair with a foil-lined head.  Renee reads a comic book. 
TWO WOMEN,(50's), get hair cuts by TWO STYLISTS, (20's).

SHAY
Okay, okay, this is what happened--
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NICOLETTE
Why didn't you call us last night,
punk!

SHAY (speaks at top speed)
Punk...what kind of trash talk is
that.  It was too late, now listen! 
I got this call...someone trying to
call a Mia and, oh!  But it was this
Max Samson guy and--

KAT
What!  Are you off of your rocker? 
You had a long conversation with a
stranger?

SHAY (rambling)
Not that long, but yes and he's so
sweet and nice and his Mom lives in
Tecular but he's in Vegas.  He use
to live in Miller.  He owns some
hotels and stuff and he's divorced
and nice and he misses the stars and
his voice was so---

NICOLETTE
Now hold your horses!  What in the
heck are you talking about?  Slow
down missy!  Missin' the stars my
butt.  Don't get all romantic on me
Juliet!

SHAY (slowing down)
Okay, I got a call from Max Samson,
he lives in Vegas.  He was calling
for his Mom, Mia, and dialed the
wrong number and rang me.  We talked
and I think he's the cat's meow!  We
had everything in common.  I want to
call him again you guys.

KAT
Okay now, this is how women end up
missing!

SHAY
Oh my gosh, I knew you'd say that
Miss Never Take A Chance!

KAT
Pfft!

NICOLETTE
I think you need to call him back, I
think you need to call him.

(MORE)
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NICOLETTE (CONT'D)
I mean, what are the chances you
meet this guy and you totally have
everything in common with him and
see, like, what's his deal.  Is he
coming to see this Mom of his anytime
soon?

SHAY
Maybe.  But he was so nice and he
said he wouldn't call me back cuz'
he's a true gentleman, and that I
could call if I wanted because he
enjoyed our conversation and I enjoyed
his and...oh guys, what would be the
worst case scenario--

KAT
You end up dead, that's the worst
case scenario!

NICOLETTE
That's ridiculous, you watch way too
many movies!

KAT
I do not, I gave up Law and Order. 
Those two years I lived in New York,
I couldn't watch it anymore.

RENEE
What's crackin', lackin' home skillet
biscuit?  What's all the giggling
about?

KAT
Our dear, Shay may have a new
boyfriend, or should I say new could-
be-murderer boyfriend!

RENEE
Whatever.  You guys talk about the
weirdest stuff.  I'm gonna go get a
soda from the kitchen, okay Shay?

SHAY
Sure honey, there's some cookies in
there too, on the counter.  Okay
guys, you mean, you really think he
could be a freak, I mean, he even
said he wouldn't call and he just
was so genuine--

NICOLETTE
I think you should call him.  I mean,
really what's the worst that could
happen if you call him?
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KAT
He's going to put your number into
Google, hop on a plane and come to
your house and stay outside and watch
you through the window at night!

NICOLETTE
She's...been watching too much of
Unsolved Mystery!

KAT
No...you are a single woman and you
have to protect yourself.

SHAY
He just seemed so genuine--I mean, I
don't know.

NICOLETTE
Call him!

SHAY
Just look at the way Kat's looking
at us.

KAT
I'm just afraid you're going to end
up on the front page of the news-
paper girl.

NICOLETTE
I mean, you know, it was coincidence,
but you never know what could come
of this.  This could be the thing
you have needed all along.

SHAY
That's right...

Shay finishes Nicolette's hair and twirls her around in the
chair.

SHAY (CONT'D)
You are beautiful, as always.

NICOLETTE
Thanks Shay, it's gorgeous as usual. 
I've gotta run, but...remember what
I said.

She whispers in Shay's ear.

NICOLETTE (CONT'D)
Call him.

SHAY
Well, we'll see.
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NICOLETTE
Bye guys..Bye Renee, love ya Kat.

KAT (whispers in Shay's ear)
Bye.  Don't you dare call him girl.

SHAY (ignores both of them)
Now let's get you rinsed off here,
blonde one.  It's pretty.

KAT
It is, it is, because you are the
best.  You should be working in New
York or L.A.  You're too great for
this tiny salon.

SHAY
How about Vegas?

KAT (Laughs)
You know that's how women end up
missing---now please hush it and
finish this!

JACK BRIAR, (20'S), walks in the door.  He's a cool-nerd
rocker/book worm, dressed in a polyester suit.

JACK
Hi ladies.

SHAY
Hi Jack, how are ya?  Selling lots
of stuff at CD Heaven?

JACK
Totally awesome Shay.  We're crazy
busy.

NICOLETTE
Hi good lookin' man!  Ready to go to
take a fine specimen like me to the
pizza bowl?  We're piggin' out for a
good cause.  Forget my diet tonight-
chow!

INT. , FANCY BAR, LAS VEGAS, THE NEXT EVENING
(DANCER ONE, DANCER TWO, MAX, PETER)

MAX SAMSON, (40's), lounges at an elegant bar.  He is handsome
and sleek.  PETER BARLEY,(40's), southern and preppy, sits
with Max.  Beautiful MEN AND WOMEN litter the bar like eye
candy.

PETER (southern accent)
How in the hell are you Max?
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A FEMALE WAITRESS in a tight sweater, (20'S), takes their
order.

PETER (CONT'D)
Give me something out of the same
well he's drinkin' from Pinky.  That's
how we do it in Texas.

MAX
Hey, I'm good, good.  Except my mother
is very ill.  I'm going to head back
to Iowa tomorrow.  Got the call she
may be dying any day.  She's had
cancer for a long time.  We've always
stayed in touch.  Just never fit in
that small town and had to leave. 
How about you?

PETER
Brother!  My condolences.  That
business deal's got me by the neck
and Natalie is friggin' driving me
nuts---she is so high maintenance. 
Versace this, Dior this, this new
firming cream or massage, spray
tans...shopping, hair salons. 
Whatever to keep her young looking. 
That's all good, but learn how to
cook at least, or get a hobby or
have a passion for something than
spending your whole day making your
outside look good.

He slams his drink.

PETER (CONT'D)
Married two years and I'm not sure I
can take it Max.  Hindsight is
20/20...I finally told her last night
to get off of her bony butt and take
a class or something, and not just
pilates.  Shoot, she's about to put
me in the crazy bin.  I'm about to
head back to Texas partner.

MAX
Sorry I asked.  Let me know if I can
help.  You've got to start going for
brains too pal, not just bodies...

Two DANCERS,(30's), prance by in sexy outfits.  They wave.

DANCER ONE
Hi Max!

DANCER TWO
Maxie sweetie!  Hi handsome!
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MAX (under his breath)
Hi.

PETER
Whoa, partner!  Stay away from Bonnie
and Clyde there...they are no good. 
For cryin' out loud!  There's enough
plastic in those over-the-shoulder-
boulder-holders to create a new line
of Tupper Ware!

MAX (tries not to laugh)
Peter, really, tame the beast inside
a little, would you man?  You may
have better look in the spouse for
life area, geez...

PETER (ignores him)
They are eye-balling your bank account
brother.  Who are you seeing now,
Don Juan?  I never see you with
anyone.

MAX
Nobody right now.  I broke up with
Justine a few months ago.  She was
another one who was just after my
fortune.  I never saw her without
full make-up either, and that was
weird.  Another high-maintenance
prima donna.

PETER
You just might have to head back to
Iowa to meet your crowning queen. 
Doesn't your Momma, Mia, live there? 
She's in a nursing home right?  How
is her cancer?

Peter flags down the waitress.

PETER (CONT'D)
Another martini please.

MAX
Yes, Mom moved back to be with family
when she got sick.  As a matter of
fact, I'm heading there
tomorrow...she's not doing well,
maybe in her last days they say.  I
wish I would have known how sick she
was, I would have moved back.  She
keep hiding it, so proud she is. 
Never wanted anyone to know how sick
she was. 

(MORE)
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MAX (CONT'D)
(beat)

Different subject, shall we?  A very
unusual...thing happened to me last
night.  I was calling Mom and got
the wrong number and talked to this
interesting woman named Shay.

PETER
Aren't they all...interesting at
first that is.  Oh no...Shay?  Sounds
like she should be wearing a granny
sack barefoot fryin' chicken.

MAX (Not amused)
Look who's talking Mr. Texas.  Does
this look like granny sack, barefoot
and fryin' chicken to you?  I found
this on Facebook.

Max shows him a photo of Shay from his phone.

PETER
Holy smoke partner.  She's a looker,
that's for sure.  A real natural. 
Met her on the phone though?  You
know stuff I've seen on the boob
tube about that.

MAX
This is - I don't know.  She seemed
different but I'm not going to get
too excited about it.  She seemed
like a real person though, Peter. 
You need a lesson on this.  But I
would never want to move back to
those dusty roads of Iowa.

PETER
Yep, I feel ya my man. 

(beat)
They're always the real one, the
one, aren't they?  But...good luck!

Peter holds his up his glass.

MAX
Cheers!

INT. MORNING SUN NURSING HOME - FIVE MONTHS LATER
(AIDEN, ELDERLY WOMAN, GEORGE, LILLIAN, MAX, MIA,
RECEPTIONIST, SHAY)

Shay and Aiden walk down the bland nursing home hall.  Grape
vine wreaths scattered with artificial flowers and faded
landscape paintings adorn the walls.  An ELDERLY WOMAN,
(80's), and LILLIAN REED, (90'S), recline in wheelchairs.
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ELDERLY WOMAN
Save me!  Please save me!

She yells out in pain and rubs her hand through her matted
gray hair.

LILLIAN
Hi you two.  My name is Lillian and
I just turned 92.

Clad in a pink sweater, her hair is neat as a pin.

SHAY
Hi Lillian, nice to meet you.  This
is my son, Aiden.

Aiden waves shyly.

LILLIAN
Don't mind Sarah.  She just lost her
daughter, she was in here with her,
her daughter died first, bless her
heart.  She's been talkin' out ever
since.  Yer not suppose to bury your
children ya know.  Don't seem right.

SHAY
Oh, I'm so sorry, poor thing...

LILLIAN
Yes.  I'm her friend, I look after
her.  Who you here to see?

SHAY
George Tillman.

LILLIAN
Oh, George. 

(beat)
I play piano here everyday.  I use
to teach you know?

SHAY
Really?  I'd love to hear you play.

LILLIAN
Well, come back Christmas Eve and
I'll give you a show!  I also collect
stuffed animals that sing and would
love to show you my stuffed friends.

SHAY
I can't wait.  Nice to meet you. 
Aiden, we need to go to the front
desk...they moved Grandpa to a new
room.
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Shay and Aiden talk to the RECEPTIONIST, (20'S), at the front
desk.  Shay glances at Max as he walks by and talks on his
phone.

RECEPTIONIST (rude)
Oh...George Tillman is it?  Really? 
Room 345.

SHAY 
Thanks.

RECEPTIONIST (whispers in Shay's ear)
I feel sorry for you honey.

SHAY
What was that miss?

RECEPTIONIST
Oh, that he is such a nice man.

SHAY
Right.  Thanks.

Aiden and Shay arrive at room 345.  FRED PEARCE, (70'S),
drives his wheelchair out of the room.  GEORGE TILLMAN, 86,
reclines in a wheelchair.  His large belly pokes out from
underneath denim overalls.

GEORGE
That's my new roommate, Fred.  He
won't stay in here when I have
company, so don't bother askin'. 
He's funny about that, he'll stay
out in the hall or doin' the puzzles
in the dining room until you leave.

SHAY
Oh, okay.  Well...hi Dad, you look
good.

GEORGE
What took ya so long?

SHAY
Oh, you know the traffic Dad.  It's
an hour up here on a good day.

GEORGE
Yeah, I suppose.

Shay kisses his cheek.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Who's that tall boy?  Haven't seen
him for awhile.  How much he grew?
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AIDEN
Yeah, hi...

GEORGE
Yeah hi my arse...shake my hand like
a man!

Aiden shakes George's hand.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Ain't you feedin' this boy Shay!

SHAY (whispering)
Yes, Dad, you know..I told you he's
had a rough time.  But he's doing
better.

GEORGE
Yeah, I reckon.  Sit down.  Want
some peanut brittle?  You could gain
a few pounds yourself.  It's cuz'
you ain't got no man in yer life,
that's why yer so little.

SHAY
Come on, don't start.  How have they
been treating you here?

Aiden and Shay sit on George's bed.

GEORGE
Well, if you'd come around more than
twice a month you'd know!  Now where's
my lunch?

SHAY
Well Dad, if I didn't work 45 hours
a week at the salon, take care of
Aiden's needs and pay all of your
bills and take care of our home... 
hmm...guess I would make the two
hour drive more often.  Maybe I'd
gain some weight too Dad, and my
life would be perfect now wouldn't
it? 

GEORGE
I reckon so, to keep up with your
ornery habits she works so much I
bet ya.

AIDEN (under his breath)
Whatever Gramps.

SHAY
Excuse me.
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Shay goes into the bathroom.  There's a TAP on the door.

MAX
Oh, pardon me, but I can't get the
receptionist to help me.  I'm looking
for Mia Samson's room?

GEORGE
Well now, a real city boy, ain't ya? 
High class suit you wearing there?

MAX
Oh, you have good taste.  Guess I am
city now.  Use to live near here
though.  I'm looking for my Mother.

GEORGE
I use to dress up some too.  Those
were the days, with my beautiful
wife.  She's with the Lord now.

(beat)
Mia Samson, eh?  She's down the hall,
to the left tucked back in that short
hall.  Kind of keeps to herself.

MAX
Oh, sorry about your wife.  Thanks
so much.

Max leaves and Shay re-emerges from the bathroom.

AIDEN
Gosh, Mom dude.  Can't we leave now? 
This place stinks like pee.

SHAY
Aiden, please---did I hear a man in
here?

GEORGE
Some city slicker lookin' for his
wife.  Did you say somethin' boy? 
What's for lunch?

SHAY
Well, I made you some food at the
house, thought you could use a break
from the food here.

GEORGE
Oh, yeah...what is it?

Shay takes the plate to George.
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SHAY
Oh, some fish, slaw and those potatoes
you like.  Healthy stuff Dad, you
are in the 240 club weight wise you
know.

George smells the food and doesn't look at it.

GEORGE
I've smelled better food when I was
in the war!  I'll eat later.

Aiden throws George a dirty look and eats the food.

SHAY
Anyway Dad, yeah, so...who's come to
see you lately?  Any visitors?

GEORGE
Yeah, your cousin Sherry.  Brought
her black boyfriend with her.  I
reckon she couldn't find a man her
own color so she found one another
color.

SHAY
I think my main concern would be her
happiness Dad, not the color of---

GEORGE
Yep, how's that drummin' going boy? 
You still listening and playin' that
devil music?  All that hollerin'.

AIDEN
Whatever, Grandpa, you just don't
get it.

GEORGE (amused)
Yep, I get how my ears felt when I
heard ya play that one time.  That
there's devil music I'll tell ya.

SHAY
Actually Dad, most of the bands he
listens to are hard core Christian
bands.  Maybe you should read some
of the lyrics sometime?

GEORGE
Lyrics...I've read better lyrics in
the nursing home newsletter.

AIDEN (frustrated)
I'm going down to watch the birds in
the bird...you know...bird watching
room.
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Okay honey.  Hang in there, we'll
leave soon.  Dad, is it necessary to
pick on him?  Would it be too hard
for you to say something encouraging
to him?  He's a great musician you
know?

GEORGE
Yeah well, he needs to toughen up
and be a real man.  Musician?  You
can't make a livin' playin' devil
music.

SHAY (almost in tears)
Dad, for goodness sake!  He's been
in a lot of pain but he's doing so
much better.  Please give us a break. 
When Kendra broke up with him it was
rough.  I'm going down to the bird
room too.  Be back in a minute...

GEORGE
You come to see me and just run
off...I tell you what.  No respect
around here.  I've got gas and the
doctors ain't doing diddley squat
about it.

George BURPS loudly.  Shay leaves George's room and enters
the bird watching room with Aiden.

SHAY
Hi.  I got a great role model for a
Dad right?  Sorry he's a stinker for
a grandpa too.  That's just the cards
we were dealt I suppose.  Can't change
it.  I read some saying one time
about it's not the cards you are
dealt with but how you deal with
them, something like that.

AIDEN
Yeah.

SHAY
Hey, why don't we head out?  Let's
get an ice cream?

AIDEN
Sure.

Max walks in.

SHAY
Hi.
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MAX
Hello...how are you?

SHAY (nervously)
Good---thank you.  And you?

MAX
Fine.  Thanks for asking.

MIA
Have a nice day.

MAX (smiles)
You do the same.

Shay and Aiden leave the bird watching room.

SHAY
Aiden...I've never seen him here
before, have you?  He doesn't look
like he's from here.

AIDEN
He came into Grandpa's room asking
if we knew where a room was.

SHAY
Oh, when I was in the bathroom?

AIDEN
Yep.

Shay and Aiden enter George's room.

GEORGE
Well, look what the cat drug in. 
Back to what I was saying before you
all rudely left. 

(beat)
I  also had Jerry and Rudy come visit,
the ministers, you know, Sunday.  He
plays three instruments and every
time they visit me they break out in
a jig.  He takes piano lessons from
an 84-year-old lady, Lillian.  Imagine
that.

SHAY
Nice.

AIDEN
Cool.

GEORGE
What'd ya say?
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SHAY
Nothing.  Have you seen Gloria and
Rachel lately?

GEORGE
Haven't seen your sisters since they
accused me of giving all of your
Mama's dishes away to the house
keeper, you know that.

George looks away teary-eyed.

SHAY
I'm sorry Dad, I wish I could talk
some sense into them.  They won't
listen.  But you can be very hard to
talk to in their defense, why don't
you just call---

GEORGE
I wish yer Mama and I would've just
passed on together.  That artificial
valve in her heart was the problem. 
I use to lay my head on her chest
and I could hear the valve click. 
It stopped clicking one day and I
told the doctor and he said it was
okay.  Well I think the doctors were
wrong.

SHAY (tears well in her eyes)
I miss her too, Dad.  More than you
could know.  I could use her love
and advice.  I know she's in heaven
playin' her organ though, and smiling
and makin' friends.  She wants you
to be happy too, you know.  

AIDEN
Hey, like...no, but, Dude, who is
that messed up girl pushing a man in
a wheelchair, and he looks really
messed up?

GEORGE
Them?  They just fell in love not
too long ago and got in a car wreck
soon after.  Were gonna get hitched,
I hear.  He wasn't so lucky, in a
coma now.  She's vowed to take care
of him, thinkin' he's gonna get out
of it.  I doubt it.

SHAY
Oh that's terrible!
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GEORGE
I reckon so, but life goes on Shay,
just like your life.  When you gonna
meet a man?

Shay looks at the clock on the wall.

SHAY
Dad, we gotta go, gotta get back to
the salon.

GEORGE
So soon?  You never stay long and
talk to an old man like me.

SHAY
Gotta pay the bills Dad.  I love
you, I'll be back soon.

AIDEN
See ya Gramps.

GEORGE
By the way son, remember, it's never
too good to get a yearnin' on one
lady at yer age.  There's a lot of
fish in the sea.  But, I'd sure be
happy if your momma would even catch
an old carp.  Look out for her for
me.

AIDEN
Sure Gramps.

INT. , BARRY'S ICE CREAM PARLOR, LATER
(AIDEN, BARRY, MAX, SHAY)

SHAY
Hi Barry...how've you been?

BARRY
If I were any better there'd be two
of me.Hi Aiden. 

(beat)
Pretty as ever, you are Shay!  What
can I get you...let me guess.  Hot
pretzel and diet limeade?

SHAY
Aw shucks, make me blush as usual. 
You know me Barry, not much on ice
cream.  Aiden?

AIDEN
Banana split.

Shay and Aiden sit down.  Max enters.
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MAX
I'll take a diet limeade and...are
those hot pretzels?  One of those
please.

BARRY
You must be a friend of Shay's? 
Orderin' the same thing?

Shay hears her name and looks from her table.

MAX (confused)
Shay?  Who's that?

SHAY
Barry---what's that?

She walks to the front to get her order.  Max turns around.

BARRY
Just tellin' city boy here he must
be yer friend cuz' you all ordered
the same thing.

SHAY
Oh...oh hello.  I recognize you from
the nursing home.  I'm the Shay he
is talking about.

She takes her diet lemonade and pretzel.

MAX
Oh, yes, I did see you briefly, but
you had a visor on there?  You look
different with your hair down.

SHAY
Oh, yeah.  I did take it off.  I
tend to wear...a lot...many visors. 
I'm a lady of many visors.

MAX
Wait a minute...this can't be.  You're
name is Shay and you like to wear
visors?

SHAY
Yes...who are you?  What...no you
aren't...

MAX
The Shay on the phone, the funny
one, divorced and---

SHAY
That would be me.  Shay Tillman.

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
Visor lady.  Divorced.  Single mom,
big catch Shay.  Just me.

Shay puts her visor on.  Max grabs her hand.

MAX
I can't believe this!  We were just
talking on the phone, accidentally
and...I'm sorry!  I didn't mean to
insult you about being divorced, the
visors and---

SHAY
Gee.  It is you.  Mr. Sin City.  No
offense taken, you're divorced too
and I bet you wear ball caps on a
bad day.

They laugh.

MAX
This must be your son?  I saw him at
the nursing home too.

SHAY
So sorry...yes!  Aiden, this is Max
and we---

AIDEN
Yo Max.  Cut the small talk, don't
explain Mom.  I'm sure it's all good. 
Gotta make a call.  Be outside.

MAX
Happy little guy eh?  Have a seat, 
Or are you in a hurry?

SHAY
Don't mind him.  His girl just dumped
him.  You know.  Um...I was going in
to the salon but I don't have any
appointments.  I was trying to escape
my frustrating dad.

MAX
Oh, one of those?  Not a real
emotional quarterback for you right? 
I had a critical father too.  Makes
life a little harder at times, doesn't
it?

SHAY
For sure.  How long are you here
for?  Your mother must be in the
same place as dad?  Unbelievable
really!
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MAX
I'm not sure.  Mia is fading fast. 
They only give her a week at the
most.

SHAY
Oh no!  I am so sorry!  What can I
do for you?

MAX (surprised)
Honestly, I don't remember the last
time anyone asked me that.  Thank
you Shay.  Just pray.  She had cancer 
twelve years ago and it came back
aggressively.  She's a tough cookie
though.  They are keeping her
comfortable with Hospice -- they are
a group of angels.  She doesn't want
to go to the hospital.

Aiden walks in.

AIDEN
Dude, we gotta go.  Sorry to break
up your little date.  I got band
practice.

SHAY
Oh...okay.  Didn't know that, okay.

Shay awkwardly sticks her hand out for a hand shake.  He
holds it.

MAX
What's on your hand?

SHAY (blushing)
Oh my gosh...sorry!  Pretzel butter
maybe...

MAX (Laughs)
I like a lady with shea butter hands.

SHAY (Laughs)
Shea butter....that's good.  I like
corny.

MAX
I try.  How about dinner this week? 
I'd love to see you again.  I should
be here at least a few more days
according to the doctors.  Not really
sure though.

AIDEN
Mom, come on!
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SHAY
Oh, okay.  Great...yeah, call me. 
Guess you still have my number.

Shay slips her visor on.

MAX
Of course I do.

SHAY
I'll pick out my favorite visor in
plenty of time, maybe even spring
for a new one if we go out.

Max laughs and lifts her visor off of her head.

MAX
Or...maybe not.  You are stunning.

They have a moment and stare into one another's eyes.

MAX (CONT'D)
I'll call you tomorrow. 

SHAY
Okay then...see you soon.  Have a
good night. 

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME, -EVENING, LATER THAT NIGHT
(AIDEN, SHAY)

Tension-filled music builds in the background.  Shay KNOCKS
on Aiden's bathroom door.

Aiden?  How was band practice?  Want
a snack?  Making popcorn.  Aiden
honey?  You okay in there? 

Shay KNOCKS again.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Aiden, answer me!

She does not hear a response and reaches for the key above
the door.  She opens it quickly.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Oh my dear God, oh my God, oh my
God!

Aiden hunches on the floor, shirt off, white as a ghost.  A
half-full prescription bottle sits on the counter.  Shay
feels his pulse.
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SHAY (CONT'D)
Oh, dearest God, please....please
make him okay!  Please, please,
please!

Shay runs frantically into the living room to call 911.

 (CONT'D)
Oh please help me!  Get  here as
fast as possible, my son has overdosed
on pills!  Please...  I'm his mother,
Shay Tillman!  For God's sake, I
don't know!  I don't know, please,
he's still alive, come fast!  I live
at 875 E. Wirebend, please...oh my
God!  Just hurry, please...I don't
have time to talk!  Just get here!

Shay sprints back to the bathroom.  She holds Aiden's head 
and cries hysterically.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Oh, Aiden, I love you so much!  Please
God, keep him alive!  I should have
listened better.  Please, I'll do
anything for you, please don't take
him yet. 

Shay prays.  She cups Aiden's sweaty head on her lap.  Soon,
ambulance lights shine into the window of the bathroom.  The
door bell RINGS. 

SHAY (CONT'D)
Thank you, thank you.  Please help
us, we beg you.  Please, I love you
so much son.

Aiden weakly looks up.

AIDEN
I'm sorry Mom.  I didn't mean to.

SHAY
It's okay, it's always okay.  I'm
here.

Aiden closes his eyes.  Shay sobs deeply.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME, -- THE NEXT DAY
(SHAY)

DREAM SEQUENCE -- MONTAGE:

1) Shay is awakened by her cell phone RING.  Max Samson is
displayed across the cell phone.  Shay grins from ear-to-
ear.
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2) Max phones Shay at the salon.  She cheerfully gabs away
as the other stylist smile knowingly her way.

3) Shay is at home sending e-mails on the computer.  "Dear
Max" fills the screen.  She stares at a photo of Max on-line
on Facebook.

4) Shay's doorbell rings.  She answers the door to a delivery
man carry a dozen roses.  The card says, "Have a happy day,
Love, Max."

5)  Shay gets the mail and opens a card.  A picture of a man
and woman holding hands on the beach stares back at her. 
Inside it says, "I can't wait to see you!  Love, Max."

6)Aiden is dying on the bathroom floor screaming, "Don't
leave me for him Mom!"

Shay awakens abruptly in a sweat, hops out of bed, and stares
at herself in a mirror.

SHAY (V.O.)
Really Shay?  The girls are right. 
You just kind of met him.  What are
doing crazy head? 

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME, -- THE NEXT NIGHT
(KAT, NICOLETTE, RENEE, SHAY)

Shay, Aiden, Kat, Renee and Nicolette sit around Shay's dining
room table.

KAT
How's Aiden?  I can't believe it.

SHAY
He is doing much better.  I've been
at the hospital practically 24-7. 
The doctor's made me leave for
tonight.  Said he'd rest better
because he is so ashamed of what he
did...I'm making him -- whatever.  I
don't know.  He'll get to come home
in a couple of days, they want to
run some more tests and he will start
meeting with a psychologist.  He's
going to be just fine though,
but...this has really freaked me
out.  And Max keeps calling me wanting
to go to dinner this weekend.  What
do I do?  I don't want to tell him
what's going on yet, just scare him
off right away with my visors and
suicidal son.  Great.  I feel guilty
going on a date in a few days.
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NICOLETTE
Maybe this will be Aiden's wake-up
call, you know?  He'll snap out of
it...he's got a good heart and head. 
He just took a little detour right
now.  I talked to him today and he
seemed like a new kid.  We'll keep
praying Shay.

(beat)
Look at that double whopper bouquet
Max sent you.  Got all the trimmings
of that big burger too. 

(beat)
Yeah, things happen for a reason. 
You said he said he did it because
Kendra broke up with him.  That
swizzle stick, she's already moved
right on to another boy I heard? 
Saw them neckin' at the drive-in,
not that I was there doing that I
just--

SHAY
I know, that doesn't hurt the healing
of the first love wound, now does
it?  I'm a little. . .well, nervous. 
My face is breaking out for the first
time in ten years!

NICOLETTE
Yeah, you look like crap!

SHAY
Thanks for the support - not support
I should say.  Should I go on the
date?  What about Aiden?

NICOLETTE
Spend all morning and day with him
and I bet you'll be getting on his
nerves by night anyway and the doctor
will tell you to leave again because
you are a mother hen.  You deserve a
couple hours out, by golly.

KAT
Max has come into town and I'm telling
you, you are going to disappear! 
Crime scene.  Don't go.

Renee finishes her meal and moves to the computer.

RENEE
Children, children.  Pimples, I hear? 
Join the clean face club.

(MORE)
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RENEE (CONT'D)
Try the Troactin Facial Cleansing
System, it really works.  See, there's
even an ad on-line.

SHAY (laughing)
You sound like you are on a
commercial!  Thanks hon, I just may
do that.  Look at my chin.

RENEE
Anytime I can be of assistance, just
call.

Kat examines Shay's pimply chin.

KAT
It's not that bad - - -

SHAY
Whatever, you're just trying to be
nice!

NICOLETTE
Don't worry.  I've got a new mask
with peppermint you could try I like - - -

SHAY
I think I'm allergic to peppermint. 
Thanks anyway.  Okay, so when Max
arrives, should we all go out to
dinner or come here or what?  Would
Jack join us so there's another man
in the group.

KAT
By the way, why don't we see Jack
more, what's going on there?

NICOLETTE
He works nights, I told you!  You
saw him at lunch that one day.  Quit
bugging me.  It's all good.  Now
back to bumps and Max - - -

SHAY
What am I going to do?  This is really
crazy.

NICOLETTE (examining her chin)
Oh my gosh, look at that crater!

SHAY
I know, you're not helping matters,
thanks!
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KAT (giggling)
Oh my goodness gracious.

NICOLETTE
Well, is it hormones, are you nervous? 
What?

SHAY
Heck yes I'm nervous!  I mean, I
haven't dated a man for years, much
less to this level.  And Aiden and
my dad is just about to put me over
the edge.  I feel so....I don't know. 
Responsible and alone, no offense. 
What if he - - -

KAT
What are you going to do?

SHAY
That's why you two are here tonight!

KAT
Quit laughing Nicolette, this is
serious.  Okay, you need to meet him
in a public place and go separately,
in your own car, because I am worried
about you.  Can I be your chaperone,
I'm offering?

NICOLETTE
Oh, I know.  We'll disguise ourselves
and go to the same place that they
do - - -

KAT
I like that - - -

NICOLETTE
We'll sit at a different table - - -

KAT
And trade costumes in the car so
when they go to the next place they
won't figure it out that it's still
us.

NICOLETTE (patting her bottom)
I'm not sure that will work.  If you
haven't noticed but like I'm about
two people compared to you!  I'm not
sure I could get your disguise over
my fat butt!

KAT
Don't say that!

(MORE)
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KAT (CONT'D)
But, we could be blondes at the first
place and redheads at the next - - -

NICOLETTE
Oh wigs, yeah right, that's something
that would fit.  That will really
throw him off I'm sure.

SHAY
Oh my gosh you guys are cracking me
up!  Quit it already.  I already
spent time with him at the ice cream
store.  Seriously?  I just can't do
this with Aiden so hurting...

NICOLETTE
I could fit into a circus tent
disguise - - -

KAT
We could act like circus performers!

SHAY
Are you listening?  Aiden?  Really
guys...you guys are still worried
after all of the contact I have had
with him, the phone calls and meeting
at the ice cream store?

KAT
You need a stinking break, Aiden is
going to fine if you are away for
three hours.  Yes.  Nobody knows
him.  If he were here in our world
and we knew he was a good guy I'd be
like oh yeah go for it, but we just
really don't know him.  It's just
this day and age - - -

NICOLETTE
Did Sleeping Beauty know her Prince
Charming?

KAT
Oh my, now it's a fairy tale - - -

NICOLETTE
Did Cinderella know her love?  I
mean, come on, what's the worse that
could happen?

KAT
She could end up dead in a ditch!

SHAY
Remember, we talked about this.
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NICOLETTE
I'm just saying, you go out, see
what this guy is about, we'll be
there in disguise, no biggie.  What
do you think Renee?  You look like
you are laughing your head off at
us?

Renee sarcastically grabs her head and makes a motion that
it is being "laughed off."

RENEE
Yeah, whatever.  I don't know.  I'm
trying to play this game guys.  I'm
sure he's fine.

KAT
Just meet in a public place, take
separate cars, and then when you are
talking at dinner mention the idea
of the dinner party if he's still in
town, so we can meet Don Juan.

NICOLETTE
You seem as nervous as a rabbit on a
fox trail.

SHAY
You would be too if it had been so
long since you went on a date.  Look,
I've been wearing sweats, sneakers
and many visors for the last decade. 
I don't even know how to look or
act.

NICOLETTE
First of all we need to start there
and ditch the visor and pony tail
deal.  You are a stylist for goodness
sakes!  Go get your own hair done.

Kat yanks the visor off Shay's head.  Beautiful curls spill
out.

KAT
See your hair is resplendent.

SHAY
But I'm a tom boy at heart.  If he
sees me all made up he might expect
that- - -

NICOLETTE
Well, you don't want to present
yourself as a total tom boy.
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KAT
Tom boy definitely will not do, my
dear.  He won't think you look like
that all of the time.  He'll know
it's the first date look.

NICOLETTE
What's his style like?  I saw the
picture but- - -

SHAY
He looks very stylish. . .his attire. 
He likes designer clothes he said,
but he seems down-to-earth about it.

NICOLETTE
What does he do again?

SHAY
Nic, have you been smokin' the conga
weed. . .where's your memory these
days?  Do I have to repeat this again? 
He's in the hotel, restaurant and
entertainment business- - -

NICOLETTE
The entertainment business in Vegas? 
What kind of entertainment?  Is this
guy a gigolo or what?

LAUGHTER fills the room.

SHAY
Well...

NICOLETTE
Well what?  What kind of hotels,
like the Super 8?

SHAY
Well, not really..think a little
bigger.

KAT
A little bigger?  Like a Holiday Inn
Express?  Those are so nice, I like
those with the free happy hour at
night and the free breakfast in the
morning.  Oh, those blueberry muffins.

SHAY
Well, I think they're a lot nicer
and bigger than the Holiday Inn...
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NICOLETTE
Well girl, come on, come on, let the
freakin' cat out of the bag before
that big thing chokes!

KAT
Hotels and restaurants, like Holiday
Inn and Dairy Queen, or what are we
talking?

NICOLETTE
He doesn't have a Denny's does he? 
Oh those biscuits and gravy, whew! 
That's the top stop to put the junk
in my trunk!

RENEE
Come on freaks, let's end this, I've
got some shows on I want to watch on
Disney.  Let's go Mom.

KAT
Hold tight sweet daughter, we'll go
in a sec.

SHAY
You guys, stop it!  You still don't
quite understand---

NICOLETTE
Well enlighten us, Grand Master of 
secret hotels and restaurant.

SHAY
Would you guys just be quiet and let
me talk a minute, dang!  Now here's
the deal...okay, okay, okay!  Lay
off.  The truth is he owns six hotels
and five four-star restaurants! 
Okay, and they aren't the Holiday
Inn.  One of the hotels is the Balario
and the other one is...The Milan.

NICOLETTE
Shut up!

KAT
Oh God help us!  I know she'll be
dead in a ditch now.  What about the
restaurants, I guess really we aren't
talking Denny's are we?

NICOLETTE (joking)
Oh darn, the free unlimited yearly
supply of the Denny's buffet isn't
going to happen!
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SHAY
Quit it...no, the restaurants, okay! 
You know that cooking show with Chef 
Marco Ciannio? 

NICOLETTE
I love that show and Macro.  I have
to smoke after each episode, it's
such an experience. 

SHAY
Very funny Nic, you don't smoke. 
But Max is Macro's boss at Restaurant
Tatrio.

They look like deer in headlights.

SHAY (CONT'D)
See you guys, I told you why I was
worried!

NICOLETTE
Well we knew he was ritzy but, oh
goodness girl, we are going to have
to work on that chin now!

KAT
And you have to get some hair and
clothes going.  Work it.

SHAY
The great thing is, he seems really
grounded to me.  He donates a lot of
his time and money to his church and 
to other charities.  He called me
last night and we got to know on
another even more.  He seems  very
real and happy to  help others.  I
don't know, we'll see.  He is a
little....

NICOLETTE
What?

SHAY
Well....different than me.  More
city.

KAT
Differences can match...even if you
are in a ditch you'll have the
designer dress on he gave you.

Shay rolls her eyes and they all hug tightly.
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NICOLETTE
Just be yourself, have fun and don't
feel like you have to plan out the
perfect date, okay?  You have so
much to offer just by being you.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S LIVING ROOM, TWO DAYS LATER.
(AIDEN, SHAY)

Shay hangs out on the sofa.  Aiden joins her.

AIDEN
Sorry to interrupt Mom, I just- - -

SHAY
It's okay hon, I was just finishing,
but you know, feel free to join me
anytime, I'd love that.  How are you
feeling?

AIDEN
A little shaky, but good.  I have
been praying a lot more since...you
know...the overdose.

SHAY
I'm really proud of you.  Just let
it go, don't hang on to it.  We are
gonna get through this, okay?  Often
we hit bottom before we can get up,
you know?

AIDEN
I'm...

SHAY
I know.

They hug.

SHAY (CONT'D)
You make me cry, because the thought
of you ever being gone makes me sad. 
Even though I know death is an upgrade
if you walk with God.  Believing
isn't enough, you have to believe. 
Make sense?

AIDEN
I think you are saying you can't
just go to church once a week and go
through the motions right?

Yeah...I believe you gotta treat Him
like he's with you all the time,

(MORE)
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 (CONT'D)
your best friend and partner.  He
wants a relationship with you,
everyday, all day.  Honey, I sense
anxiety in you.  You wanna talk?

AIDEN
Mom, dude, no, I'm fine.

SHAY
I know you might be stressed about
Max coming, and rightly so, but you
always say I need to go out, meet a
man.  I'm scared too.  As long as
you are okay?  Nicolette is coming
to hang out with you.

AIDEN
I just miss Dad sometimes.

SHAY
I know.  I ache for you for that.  I
wish things were different but we
have to keep positive.

AIDEN
Where has he been?  He won't return
my calls.  And what if Max doesn't
get me?

SHAY
Oh honey, I miss the idea of a family
too, with you having your Dad or a
Dad in the house. . .and you know
your Dad and I are like oil and water,
we just didn't mix right.  It's never
lessened my love for you, or his
love for you.  You are the gift we
got from our union! 

(beat)
I think he's on one of his drinking
binges again.

AIDEN (frustrated)
Dude, Mom, I know, it's just that, I
don't know.

SHAY
Listen, remember the book about the
little bird I use to read to you all
of the time when you were young? 
Remember?

AIDEN (semi rolling his eyes)
Yes Mom.  Well I remember most of
it.
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SHAY
Remember, the little bird was born
and met the big bird who said hello,
welcome to the world but no sound
would come out of the little bird. 
And then he saw other birds and the
little bird wanted to say something
to them but still, no sound would
come out.  So then the little bird
meets a little girl bird who was
also a very quiet bird, so he flapped
his wings legs together for luck. 
Then you turn the page and then it
says "and then he the little bird
made the most beautiful sounds he
had ever heard."  Then the book
actually makes a chirping sound,
remember?

Shay reaches her arm Aiden.  He resists at first and then
gives in to Shay's motherly touch.

AIDEN
Yeah, Mom.

SHAY
So I guess what I'm sayin' is that
Max is the bird who really makes me
chirp and I haven't felt like singing
for a long time even though I've
come across other roosters, or birds
or, you know...men.

AIDEN
I want you to be happy Mom.  Dude, I
just hope he doesn't think I'm a,
loser after you tell him all about
me - - -

SHAY
Hush now, I haven't told him and
there's no need to.  I don't even
know where this is going, so let's
just pray about it okay?  I love you
no matter what, get it?

AIDEN
Mom, what do you pray about when you
pray?  I see you in here a lot when
you don't know it, I just don't want
to bother you and all.

SHAY
Well, hmm, a lot of things, depending
on the need and what other people
need a prayer.

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
Overall, though, I'd say it's
important to just ask God to bless
you, and us, and people.  Just to
bless, you know, however He sees fit
and not on our agenda.  No matter
you believe or who you believe in
though, you have to help the others. 
Bottom line.

AIDEN
Do you think God would think it's
okay if I asked Him to bring you the
right man, Max or not Max?

SHAY
I think he would love that, I would
too.  I think that's what it's about,
partly, just asking.  Max may not be
the man for me, so yeah.  That doesn't
mean we don't work hard to improve
our lives and just go okay God, do
all of the work.  We've got to meet
him half way.

AIDEN
Okay Mom.

SHAY
You are my baby, always.  I so love
you.  I still remember when you were
little and you and I were looking
into the bathroom mirror and you
were trying to pull a loose tooth
out.  You told me you'd always be my
baby, you said, "Mom, don't worry,
I'll be your baby for 1,000 years."

AIDEN
No way!

SHAY
Way!  I'll love you to eternity and
then some.

INT. SHAY'S HAIR SHACK -- EVENING
(JACK, KAT, MARK, NICOLETTE, SHAY)

Nicolette and Kat hover over Shay.  She sits in a chair with
foil in her hair.  Green pimple medicine slathers her chin.

SHAY
Okay guys, now listen to me and this
will work out just fine.  Just apply
it right and rinse it like I say,
and we'll all be fine.  Let's time
it right.
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NICOLETTE
Okay, excuse me, and why couldn't
one of your pro snip and clippers do
this?  You've got all the pros here
and you are dragging us into this.

SHAY
I told you...everyone is busy this
week and I wanted to practice with
this color first before Max gets
here so I could change it up if I
don't like it.  So hush it up please
and just give me a hand Einstein.

KAT
I think you are making a mistake,
but okay- - -I think this color is
too bright for you---

SHAY
Kat, you always worry, just do what
I told you.  It's not going to turn
out that color.

KAT
Okay.  But I'm still not sure about
this.

Kat mixes some color and applies it to Shay's hair.

NICOLETTE
Well...you know how much Jack loves
pizza, well, did I tell we made a
map of all of the pizza places within
twenty miles of here and we are going
to go to try all of them.

KAT
My, my, what we do for fun these
days!

NICOLETTE
Pfft!  You don't know jack squat...no
pun intended!  It will be fun, more
fun than going to eat Sushi and
driving fifty miles to the la di
friggin' da opera!

KAT
So sorry that some of us just haven't
learned to appreciate the finer things
in life.

SHAY (joking)
So then what are you going to do,
rate the pizza places or something?
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NICOLETTE
How did you know!  Yep, we're gonna
make a color-coded chart and rate
them based on texture, the sauce,
the crust, the flavor and stuff like
that!  It'll be cool...

SHAY
That is so wacky, but I've got to
give you an A for most original date. 
I'd go.  Maybe we should take Max to
the pizza bowel when he's here.

Nicolette gives Shay a pedicure.

KAT
Let's see how the date at the
restaurant goes first.  You said he
seems fairly well-educated and use
to, no offense, the finer things in
life.

SHAY
Whatever that little stereo type
is...we will see...ouch!  That's a
corn Nic, don't pick that.  Ouch! 
Stop!

Nicolette begins a funky dance and mimics singing "Don't
Touch That" by Rick James.

NICOLETTE (to the tempo of Don't Touch
That)

Don't touch that corn...nar, nar,
nar, nar...nar, nar, nar, nar...don't
touch that, nar, nar, nar, nar, nar,
nar, nra, nra, don't touch that corn!

SHAY
Nic, stop!  I'm laughing so hard my
cheeks hurt, you nut!  What are we
going to do with you?  Jack better
propose before he takes off to
Honduras to pursue his ministry or
he may lose out on you!

KAT
Sorry to interrupt, but you better
get that mask off of your chin---

SHAY
Oh crud!  Get me a warm rag
please...Nic, I told you to stay
away from the corn, it hurts for
Pete's sake!

Nicolette looks up innocently.
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NICOLETTE
Okay, okay.  Just one more little
pick, it's so big!

Shay fake glares at Nicolette.  She wipes the mask off.

SHAY
Great!  I've got a visible corn on
the side of my foot the size of
Alaska, and my chin looks like the
spread out of the Hawaiian islands! 
Isn't getting better!  I've only got
three days.

KAT
Did you try that stuff Renee said
to?

SHAY
It gave me a rash.

NICOLETTE
He's going to have to see the real
you anyway, so just be honest about
it.  You two seem to have talked
about a lot of things over the last
few months.

SHAY
I know, I guess.  I just wanted to
look half-way attractive.  It's pms
time too, bloat city.

KAT
Sorry about that.

NICOLETTE
Okay!  Toe duty is up for ole' Tipper
the Toenail Snipper here.  Man, how
do you do this to strangers?  Gross!

Jack enters in a thrift store ruffled tuxedo top and blazer.

JACK (shyly)
Hi.

SHAY
Hi Jack.

KAT
How are you, darling?

NICOLETTE
Oh my gosh, you are soooooooo cute! 
I just want to eat you up.

Jack's face reddens.  Nicolette gives him a huge kiss.
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JACK
I'm fine...pretty good...average! 
Heck, I don't know---

NICOLETTE
Ready hon?  We are off to Pizza on
Wheels tonight.  Been there?  Their
specialty is delivering, that's the
wheels part, but they have a small
dine in area too.

KAT
Can't say I have as Mark and I are
going to get Chinese food and listen
to some opera on his fancy stereo so---

NICOLETTE
Good for you Studette!

Nicolette and Jack leave the salon as MARK WHOLESTEIN, 35,
enters the salon.  He is stuffy in his banker's suit.

KAT
Hello Mark, you know everyone here,
right?

MARK
Yes, I do believe we met at the
bowling alley one day?

SHAY (checking her hair)
We did, we did.  Nice to see you. 
You guys carry on, I'll rinse this
puppy out.

Shay self-consciously covers her chin with her hand. 

KAT
Bye love, see you tomorrow.

SHAY
Have fun.

INT. SHAY'S HAIR SHACK -- MORNING -- THE NEXT DAY
(KAT, MARK, NICOLETTE, RENEE, SHAY)

A 50's Spanish track plays the stereo.

NICOLETTE
Hey try these dresses on, Beverly
Beetle is your size and she said you
could borrow...hey, why the sad and
tired face?  This is the day!  The
day to meet Romeo!
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KAT
You look terrible, what's going on? 
I thought you seemed quiet.

SHAY
Oh man.  Aiden got so mad last night
over something so stupid and he is
moving to his Dad's...can you believe
it?

NICOLETTE
What!  I bet you told him he had to
do a chore or something?  He can't
keep milking you and then when he
doesn't get what he wants picks up
his phone to call Dad.  He and Red-
neck aren't going to hit it off on a
regular basis, I'll tell you that. 
Metal bands and Skoal don't usually
go hand-in-hand!

KAT
Nic, stop!  Now, what happened?

SHAY
He just got mad when I told him to
quit...they have a two hour limit. 
In Suburbia USA you know, we've got
to be respectful.

NICOLETTE
That's more of that head bangin'
crap than I could stand, no offense. 
It's good, just loud.

RENEE
This will cheer you up!

SHAY
You're so sweet Renee...are things
better with Roselyn, by the way?

RENEE
Oh, I just deposit broccoli crumbs
in her milk at lunch when she's not
looking, so we're fine...just kidding. 
Well, kind of---

SHAY
Oh you are so amazing...I wish I
could blow things off as easy as you 
do.

RENEE
Well, I just ignore her because she's
not going to change because of what

(MORE)
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RENEE (CONT'D)
I say.  Anyway, listen, listen.  We
had a sub today, Mr. Zefren.  He was
rad.  We wouldn't be quiet so he
burped really loud...isn't that cool? 
Then we were quiet and the next time
we got loud he faked a fart to get
our attention, cool!  We loved him,
it was fun.

KAT
Where did you learn such manners? 
Not from me?

RENEE
Mom, take a chill pill please.  We
seriously need to get mom away from
that Mark guy, he's way too doofy
and serious.  Look at how tight her
scarf is around her neck, like really
Mom?  Loosen up.

Kat loosens her scarf self-consciously.

KAT
Renee Katherine!  Really!  He's not
that tight is he?

Shay and Nicolette look silently at one another.

KAT (CONT'D)
Is he really?  I thought you liked
him?

NICOLETTE
If you like yarn tightly wound around
a spool...if you like a can of
sardines tightly snuggled together
in a can...if you like some Wrigley's
gum in a fresh new pack sittin' in
the car on a freezing day then. 
We've just gotten to know him I guess,
the real Mark.

SHAY
Well, he's got potential.  We'll see
how he does at the Rock 'n' Ribs
Festival next week.  That will be
the true test.

NICOLETTE
You and Max going?

SHAY
I don't know.

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
I'm so depressed now, about Aiden,
but I know he's God's child and if
he has to go, he has to go and I
have to let him.  I have to get over
my control issues.  His Dad is a
good man and we'll see...maybe he
needs living with Jonas now.

KAT
We're here for you sweetheart.  Don't
worry.  Pray it out.  Now this is
what you need to worry about, shallow,
fun stuff like your make-up, that
hair of yours and all of these dresses
you need to try on.  Let's get to
work.  I put all of the dresses in
the back room...go to it.

NICOLETTE
Drum roll with more music please! 
And I did a compilation with all of
those grunge hits, whoo!

RENEE
You guys are so lame!  Now here's
some real music for the run way.

Renee replaces the music with a popular dance tune.

RENEE (CONT'D)
Now that's what I'm talking about!

Shay emerges in an unflattering pink floral dress.

NICOLETTE
You look like Mary Poppins!  Oh mercy
gosh!

Shay re-emerges in a tight, bright red short dress.

KAT
Tisk, tisk...what is your asking
price is what you're going to hear
if you wear that one.

Shay re-emerges in a yellow polka-dot number.

RENEE
I've seen Hee Haw on TV you know. 
Take it off, that dress is disturbing,
like the old man with the big belly
mowing the lawn the other day with
no shirt on.  Just plain disturbing.

Shay re-emerges once again.
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NICOLETTE
Purr like a kitty you look so good! 
The white vintage tunic is the golden
key!  Whoo wee sugar doll!

KAT
I told you may be in your thirties,
but you're not dead!  Even the visor
is gone, my goodness.

RENEE
You got it going on, Aunt Shay.

KAT
And, that make-up and hair we
practiced the other day will be
precisely the cherry on top.

NICOLETTE
Whooooo, Weeeee, Ouch!  Hot!  You
should be on a reality TV show girl!

Nicolette licks her finger and holds it up.

NICOLETTE (CONT'D)
Sizzling hot!

SHAY
Oh, guys, quit embarrassing me.

KAT
Darling, darling, I'm sorry to say
you have not looked this glamorous
for a bit, and it is time for a
change, outside and in.

Renee drapes a necklace over Shay's head and slides a bracelet
on her wrist.

SHAY
If only Aiden could be here.  I miss
him.

NICOLETTE
Remember, some things he's gonna
have to figure out for himself.  We
have been given the gift of free
will.

Mark walks in.

RENEE
Oh hi Mark...must be going out
somewhere really groovy, you're all
dressed and everything?
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MARK
Hi everyone.

KAT (defensively)
Hi sweetheart, ready to head out? 
Mark is taking me to the Juan K.
Harris art exhibit at the Peepling
Institute in Des Moines.  Then we
are going to Ichi Zuma Sushi.  My
heart be still--- 

RENEE (whispering in Nicolette's ear)
Hope he doesn't get any Wasabi on
that tie, man it's tight!

NICOLETTE (giggling)
Yeah, it's so tight we may need to
call E.R. Got the number handy?

KAT (not amused)
Is there something you girls need to
tell me before we head off?

RENEE
I really love you Mom.  Have fun. 
Me and Shay and are gonna have a
blast tonight working on getting rid
of those zits.  I am going to advise
the headband-with-the-medicine-under
the-cotton-ball-method.  You sleep
in this contraption.  Guaranteed
results, or your money back.  I am
going to be a dermatologist one day
you know.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. RENEE'S BEDROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)
(JONAS, RENEE)

Renee sits on her Hannah Montana garbed bed listening to a
Jonas Brother's cd. A pink band circles her head and a
carefully placed cotton ball is tucked underneath, over the
pimple.  She removes the band and the pimple is almost gone! 
A self-satisfied smile covers her face.

CUT TO:

INT. SHAY'S HAIR SHACK -- PRESENT
(KAT, MARK, NICOLETTE, RENEE, SHAY)

RENEE
Such a child, such a child you all
are.  The head band thing really
works.

Renee hugs Kat tightly.
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RENEE (CONT'D)
Mom, you rock, tight scarf or not. 
Your my main artery, my life support.

KAT
Have you been hanging out with Billy
Fredericks again?  You sound like a
rapper or something?

RENEE
I'm almost a teenager now, Billy or
no Billy, I'm just me, good ole'
Renee.

KAT
I know.  I'll be home early.  Be
kind to Aunt Shay.  You are my Love
Bear.  Give me kisses and hugs.

SHAY
Okay guys, remember, meet me at
Bellario's tonight at six...that'll
give us some time to chill before me
and Max's dinner reservation.  See
you soon.  Have a good night girls,
and quit bickering, please?

NICOLETTE
I'm wearing the cotton-pickin' red
wig---

KAT
No, I don't look good with black
hair, now do not argue with me.  I'm
wearing the red one!

NICOLETTE
No, now we decided if we were gonna
spy, I was going to get to be the
redhead---

KAT
Okay, whatever, you always get your
way.  What about changing into the
circus outfit and such?  You know,
trading outfits, that talk?

NICOLETTE
They're only going to the restaurant,
doofis, remember?

MARK
I'll wear the black wig, would that
help?
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INT. RESTAURANT -- EVENING
(KAT, MAX, MARK, NICOLETTE, SHAY, SNOOTY HOSTESS, TYLER,
YOUNG WAITER)

Shay wrings her hands.  She stands in the entry of Mighty's
Steak House waiting for Max.  Kat and Nicolette sit at a
nearby table wearing their "disguises".  Shay gets a text
message.

TEXT MESSAGE TO SHAY FROM NICOLETTE

"Is he here yet, is he here, Mm, Mm, Mm, you look good!"

TEXT MESSAGE TO NICOLETTE FROM SHAY

"Do you see him silly?  Now lay off, I'm nervous.  Thanks
for the compliment."

Max walks through the front door.  Shay spies him and her
world comes to a stop.

MEMORY FLASH -- Shay is eighteen-years-old rocking out to "A
Sharp Dressed Man" by ZZ Top.

CUT TO:

MAX
Hi...Shay?

Shay returns to reality.

SHAY
Max...is it really you!  Really? 
You look...are...you look so nice! 
I mean handsome!  You are really
here...should I pinch myself.  I am
so...I'm sorry, I'm rambling.  Hi. 
I'm Shay.  You are dressed like a
fine dressed man...oh my gosh, why
did I say that--

MAX (laughing loudly)
That was an 80's song, wasn't it,
Fine Dressed Man?  Don't worry, I'm
nervous too.  Shay...you are
just...the most beautiful thing I
have laid my eyes on.  I mean it.  I
think the photo you sent me was out
of focus.  It didn't do you justice. 
Come here!  I am so...

Max embraces Shay in a tender first hug.  Max approaches the 
HOSTESS, (30's).

MAX (CONT'D)
Table for two...Samson?
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SNOOTY HOSTESS
Yes, Mr. Samson.  This way. 

Max and Shay walk past Nicolette and Kat's table.  Shay throws
them the "you better not screw this up" smile.  Shay and Max
sit.

SHAY
Gosh...this seems surreal, you know? 
I can't believe you are really here.

MAX
I know, I know.  I just want to look
into your beautiful face.

SHAY
I clean up pretty good right?  Better
than last week with the visor?

MAX
I'm not sure...think I could get use
to those quickly.

SHAY
How's Mia?

MAX
The doctors say she is doing better
than ever right now.  Still doing
some tests on some spots on her lungs
but should know soon.  She's not in
pain and actually is being pleasant.

SHAY
Oh, that's great.  My Dad said they
had lunch together the other day. 
He said she's smart.  That's his way
of saying he likes her.  Isn't that
funny?

MAX
She didn't tell me that.  That's her
way of saying she probably thinks
he's annoying, but she thinks all
men are after we lost Dad. 

A MALE WAITER, (20's), approaches the table and take their
order.

YOUNG WAITER
Hello...my name is Tyler.  Let me
know when you are ready to order or
if I can do anything else for you
two.
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MAX
Thanks Tyler.  She will have the
filet, medium rare and I'll have the
Surf 'n' Turf.

SHAY
Um, actually I don't eat red meat,
but thanks anyway.  I'll go with the
shrimp and salad.

MARK
I'm sorry!  I thought I remembered
you telling me on the phone you love
a great steak?

SHAY
No...that's okay.  That was sweet of
you though.

TYLER
Drinks?  Appetizers?

MAX
We will have the spinach artichoke
dip and I would like to try this
cabernet?

Shay takes a sip of her water and looks at the wine list. 
She CHOKES as she looks at the cost of the wine.

MAX (CONT'D)
Are you okay?

SHAY
Oh, fine.  Just went down the wrong
tube.

MAX
Hey, let me help you...you have water
on your chin.

SHAY
Oh!  No need, see, I'm just messy,
wait until you see me eat, whew! 
Grew up in a big family and if you
didn't eat and drink fast you didn't,
you know, eat and---

Max reaches across the table and wipes her chin, removing
much of the carefully applied make-up.  The pimple reveals
its ugly self.

Max tries not to stare at the huge pimple on her chin.

SHAY (flustered) (CONT'D)
Thanks!  Excuse me.  Bathroom run.
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Shay trudges to the ladies room, fighting her high heels. 
Kat and Nicolette follow. 

SHAY (CONT'D)
Oh my gosh you guys, look at this! 
I'm so humiliated!

They inspect her chin with horror in the mirror.

NICOLETTE
I told you not to wipe your chin,
just pat!

SHAY
Max wiped it, trying to be nice.  I
choked on water after he ordered a
$200 bottle of wine.  And he ordered
for me, weird, and to top it off
ordered me a steak!  He's all city
and I'm well, I don't know --

NICOLETTE
That's a little creepy, men who order
for their dates.  Weird.

KAT
Snap out of it.  He was being a
gentleman, ever met one of those? 
Look...I brought my make-up medical
emergency kit with me.  Shut up and
be still.

Kat digs in her purse and emerges with a concealing make-up
stick.  She covers the pimple with expertise.

NICOLETTE
Man, that concealer stick so big it
looks like a weapon.  Where'd you
get that?  Must weigh a ton.

KAT
Big bumps need big bump sticks. 
Now...there now.  Look.  It's perfect. 
You two worry too much.  Now don't
wipe again and don't let him touch
your face.

NICOLETTE
He is soooo hot stuff.  You guys
look so cute together---

KAT
Yes, he is, but we are watching
closely so you don't end up missing.
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SHAY
Well, we don't seem to be getting a
long that great so far, but the date
just started. 

(beat)
Your wigs are outrageous!  You two
are nuts.  I better get back out
there.  Wish me luck.  Walk out after
me okay?

NICOLETTE
Prayin' for you girl!

Shay exits and tries to walk eloquently in  high heels.  She
twists her ankle but recovers.  Max pulls the chair out for
her.

MAX
I missed you, believe it or not. 
All better?

SHAY
All better, sorry, I'm a little messy.

MAX
I like that in a woman.  Sorry I
ordered that steak for you --

SHAY
It's okay, really...

His cell phone RINGS.

MAX
Hey...sorry Shay, this is a call
I've been waiting for all day.  You
understand?  It'll just take a minute.

SHAY
Oh, okay.  No problem.

SHAY RECEIVES A TEXT MESSAGE FROM KAT.

"Where did he go?"

SHAY SENDS A TEXT MESSAGE TO KAT.

"Had to take an important call."

KAT SENDS A MESSAGE BACK TO KAT.

"What?  That's a bad sign.  He's been gone for ten minutes! 
Rude!"

SHAY SENDS A MESSAGE BACK TO KAT.

"It's fine!  You worry too much!"
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She shoves her phone into her purse and spies Max.  He returns
to the table.

MAX
Now, where were we?  I'm really sorry,
I had been waiting for that call all
week, bad timing.  By the way, did I
tell you how gorgeous you look
tonight?

He holds her hand.

SHAY
It's okay.  Aw, thank you, and yes,
you did.

MAX
Okay, just wanted to make sure.  So,
where do we start?  Your ex-husband? 
Is he around here?  My ex lives in
California now.  We parted okay I
just don't have to run into her and
that's fine with me.

SHAY
Well, yeah.  We just started going
down different paths and, you know.

MAX
No, I don't.  Tell me if you'd like
to share.  I'm a great listener.

She looks at Nicolette and Kat.  They wave, umbrella laden
drinks in hand.  Tyler takes their dinner order and scuttles
off.

SHAY
For starters, we've talked some about
this.  I just couldn't stay with a
man who wouldn't even try to follow
God.  We tried, he tried, counseling
of all kinds etc.  He just got farther
and farther away from living the
right life.  He was gone a lot
hunting, fishing, boating and hanging
out with the boys, which is all fine,
but it became an every weekend, all
weekend drunken party fest for him. 
I just couldn't raise Aiden in that.

MAX
That's intense.  Sounds like you
tried hard. 
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SHAY
Yeah, I look back and see now what
he was doing, even if I didn't see
it at the time.  What about you? 
You told me your ex-wife was a control
freak and turned into something
superficial after the money started
coming in?

MAX
She...we tried.  I guess you could
say money became her God too, she
got caught up in all of it.  She
started to have to have the best of
everything, all of the time, from
clothes to plastic surgery to homes,
jewelry, you name it. 

SHAY
Wow...

MAX
Don't get me wrong...I think we are
designed to live and feel joy from
earthly things, but that shouldn't
be our main goal.  She became obsessed
and...she decided she didn't want to
have children with me anymore too,
didn't want to ruin her lipo-suction
and tummy tuck.

SHAY
Oh my!  What a shocker, right?  I
mean, if she said she did want
children and then she didn't?  I
always wanted one more child... 
Like you said, there is a higher
plan.

MAX
There is, there is.  I wouldn't be
sitting here with you now would I,
if there wasn't?

She raises her glass to toast and it catches on the a plate
and spills on Max.

SHAY
Oh my goodness!  My goodness, I'm so
sorry!  Here, please let me help
you.

MAX
Don't worry, no worries!  This happens
often at my restaurants in Vegas,
it's only white wine.  Nobody's lost
an arm.
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Shay frantically tries to dab wine out of his shirt.  She
rushes to his side.

MAX (CONT'D)
Maybe I should spill wine on my
clothes more often?  I like having
you near Shay Tillman, I like it a
lot.

He raises his glass and kisses her cheek.

MAX (CONT'D)
Now, how about that toast?

SHAY
Max, I'm sorry.  I'm messy, clumsy
and I really don't walk well in heels,
because I'm really a tom boy and---

MAX
Hush now sweetie...here's to us. 
It's just a shirt.  Your imperfections
make you perfect.

Shay lifts her glass for the toast.

MAX (CONT'D)
We are a lot different but a lot
alike as well, but you don't need to
be anything you aren't around me
Shay.  I feel like when I'm with you
or talking to you that...I can't
stop smiling.  I feel like I'm the
"in" of an inside joke you and I
only know about.

SHAY
Me too.  Cheers.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME, -- NIGHT
(AIDEN, KAT, NICOLETTE, SHAY)

Shay scurries in the kitchen cooking and cleaning.  A jazzy
60's tune flows from the cd player.

SHAY
Quit it.  Please, put those new
pillows on the couch and light those
candles, please.

NICOLETTE
Yes sir!

SHAY
Kat, please pick up that basket of
clean laundry in the living room,

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
and check on Aiden.  Check for hairs
on the floor.

KAT
I will in a moment, just relax.  You
act like the Pope is coming over.

SHAY
Aiden, please honey, put your back
pack up and check the stool in the
bathroom...is it clean?  He'll be
here any minute.

DING DONG!

SHAY (CONT'D)
Get the door Nic, please.

She looks at Shay like a woebegone dog getting ready to be
sent to the vet. 

NICOLETTE
Okay, okay, but if you don't chill
you are just gonna break out some
more, remember?  Hi Mark...Jack baby! 
Come in!

AIDEN
Mom, the stool is clean, I like,
Dude, went over it five times.  By
the way, did you forget I have band
practice here tonight?  You promised
me two months ago?

SHAY
What, are you playing a bad joke on
me or something Aiden?

AIDEN
Dude, Mom, I knew this would happen
so remember?  I had you write it on
our new "let's get organized as a
family calendar", see?

He presents a small calendar. 

SHAY
Oh man.  Hi Mark, hey Jack.  Sorry
it's a little crazy here, make
yourself at home.

NICOLETTE
Don't mind her, she's in Nervesville
right now.  Lover boy will be here
any minute.
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SHAY
Please Nic...

NICOLETTE
Okay, okay, I'll be good.

SHAY
Okay, back to band practice.  I see
the big red X on the calendar...a
promise is a promise.  Can you at
least eat with us and then, can you
guys turn it down just for tonight
please?  I'll let you practice twice
here this week if you can just keep
it to a low roar?

AIDEN
Okay, Dude, I guess.

KAT (quietly)
When did Aiden come home?

SHAY (under her breath)
Two days ago, unexpectedly.  He said
he was sick of his Dad being gone
all of the time.

They look at one another disapprovingly.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Okay, let's check that Chicken Marsala---

DING DONG!  Shay fluffs her hair.

SHAY (CONT'D)
My hair is a freakazoid!  Kat, where's
my visor?

NICOLETTE
You are not, absolutely not putting
that on!  No security blanket-visor
tonight, no siree missy!  You have a
skirt on for goodness sakes!  Your
hair is lovely.  Your pimples are on
stand-by!  Now let's have a great
time with your new Prince.

DING DONG!

NICOLETTE (CONT'D)
Get it together, answer the door
dipsy doodle!

Shay opens the door.  Max is dapper.  He hands her a wrapped
gift shaped like a frying pan.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. SHAY AND JONA'S HOUSE, 1994 - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)
(JONAS, SHAY)

Shay and Jonas Manley sit on a floral couch.

JONAS
Happy Birthday Honey.

He hands her a wrapped present shaped like a frying pan. 
She tears the wrapping paper off.  Purple lacy panties rest
inside a brand new skillet.  An enclosed note reads:  "You
can bring home the bacon, you can fry it up in a pan, and
you never let me forget I'm a man..."

Shay is devastated by the tacky gift.  She cries.

SHAY
Oh thanks hon, just what I wanted,
so not romantic!  Seriously?  Really?

CUT TO:

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S HOME, -- MOMENTS LATER
(AIDEN, FIRST METAL ROCKER, JACK, KAT, MAX, MARK, NICOLETTE,
RENEE, SHAY, SECOND METAL ROCKER, THIRD METAL ROCKER)

KAT
Are you okay Shay?

SHAY
Fine, fine.  Thank you Max!  You're
so thoughtful.

She opens the gift to find a beautiful antique clock.  She
melts.  A card reads, "So we can count down the minutes to
the time we can be together forever."

SHAY (CONT'D)
Max...I love this, you remembered I
have a thing for clocks.  So sweet. 
Thank you so much.  Oh, sorry! 
Everyone, this is Max.  Max this is
everyone.

Nervous laughter fills the room.  The group randomly makes
awkward introductions.  Max and Shay embrace.

MAX
Hi, how are you all?

RENEE
Get a room Shay.

KAT
Renee Elizabeth Barnett!  Now we
talked about this...
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RENEE
Sorry...  I just joke a lot.  Don't
take me too seriously.  I know I'm
only 11, but I'm not a child.  I
enjoy teen-like humor too.  It's all
for fun Mom.

KAT
You are not a teen...yet.  We'll
talk about this later.

RENEE(under her breath)
I mean, get a  room, so inappropriate.

MAX
I like dry jokes, that's cool.  I
have heard what a unique and smart
and funny person you are Renee.  I
brought you something too.

RENEE
Oh me!  Gosh, you---

MAX
I heard you like to sing?

RENEE
Yeah...a little.

MAX
Just for you.

Renee opens the gift to find a jewel incrusted microphone.

RENEE
I'm gonna cry!  I'm gonna die This
is better than Hannah Montana's!

KAT
What do you say young lady?

RENEE
Mom, I was going to say sorry but
you didn't give me a chance.  Chillax
Mom, chillax.

Renee bows. 

RENEE (CONT'D)
Thank you Max.  Your the cat's meow.

MAX
Anything to inspire a young singer. 
Aiden, I got you something too.

Max hands Aiden fancy black drum sticks.
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AIDEN
Cool man, that's sick Dude.

SHAY
Just to clarify, sick today means
fabulous, great, amazing.

MAX
I hear that term a lot in Vegas, I'm
down with that. 

Everyone laughs except Mark.

MAX (CONT'D)
How about I come over this week and
we can play a little?  I use to drum
in high school?

AIDEN
Uh, okay.  That'd be cool.

MAX
Cool.

SHAY
Hey guys...wanna sit down?  Dinner
will be ready soon.

She serves drinks and appetizers.

JACK
So man, any good pizza places in
Vegas?  I'm doing this study of pizza
in this area, about a twenty-thirty
mile radius, you know.  I've got it
mapped out on this chart and...

NICOLETTE
We've had some real good pizza too,
you know, all kinds, it's startin'
to stick to my bottom though,
especially the thick crust stuff---

KAT
Okay, I doubt Max wants to hear about
pizza sticking to your bottom.  Mark,
tell everyone about that breathtaking
opera you took me to?  We do have
some cultural things to do around
close around here, as Max knows,
right?

MARK
In reality, the Opera was as poor as
a ridiculous kareoke version at a
cheap bar, really.

(MORE)
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MARK (CONT'D)
Not anything I'm use to from when I
lived in New York and California.

RENEE
You sound like Simon on American
Idol.  You should improve on the
accent though, I mean, really.  I'm
surprised---

MARK
Silence little girl!

KAT
Little girl!  Her name is Renee. 
Mark, how degrading...what's gotten
into you lately!  You never told me
that, you said you liked it.  Was
that a lie?

MARK
I just didn't want to hurt your
feelings because you really liked
it.

MAX
Don't worry Kat, I'm from here and I
know you win some and you lose some,
ones, not unlike Vegas entertainment.

MARK
If looks could kill I'd be---

KAT
Later Mark, later.  Enough.  I am
appalled.  Sorry we aren't good enough
for you.

MARK
Katherine!  I did not---

NICOLETTE
So, change the subject...Aiden, tell
Max about your band honey.

AIDEN
Yeah Dude, it's hard-core.  We're a
straight-edged, you know, no smokin',
drinkin', no sex.  Lots of stuff. 
Don't put people in a "the all-
American box".  Our motto is "Take
this life into your own hands, it's
yours!"  We're, like Dude, a hard-
core metal band, like, yeah.
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MAX
I get it.  My nephew was into that. 
He fueled that passion into a not-
for-profit for the homeless.  He
heads up the music there now, plays
for the homeless there.  I'd love to
hear you guys sometime.

AIDEN
Right on.

SHAY
Well, you will.  They'll all be here
soon.  It's a long story.  I promised.

MAX
Fantastic!  Can't wait.

JACK
Righteous Dude, they are good.

MARK
Thanks for telling us about band
practice Shay.  I would have gone to
Mr. Egg Roll.  Do you have ear plugs? 
I had a hearing test two years ago
and it was not up-to-par.

KAT
Mark, are you okay tonight?  I bet
you're dehydrated.  Let me get you
some water.

MARK
I'm not dehydrated, I drank a gallon
at the golf course today.

The timer on the stove BUZZES.

SHAY
Oh, it's ready!  Kat...Nic...

MAX
I'll help you Shay, I love to cook. 
Ladies, you sit please.  Let's go
cook Shay!

They hold hands on their way to the kitchen.

JACK
He's cool man.  I want his duds.

KAT
What a gentleman, so handsome and
willing to have an open mind, and
help in the kitchen.
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NICOLETTE
He's better than that greasy bread
they serve at Al Italian Eatery! 
It's so  oily they give a table side
massage to go with it!

Everyone cackles except Mark.

MARK
I don't think that is
appropriate...body and food don't
work in my mind. 

NICOLETTE
Okay Mark, sorry to inconvenience
you with my realness.  Maybe I should
add the soup at Vermicco's is so
salty it shoots me out like the Good-
Year Blimp!

MARK
Nicolette!  I can't believe you said
that.  How embarrassing.  Even for
you!

She huffs off to the smoky kitchen.

RENEE
Mark, I'd like to crush you like a
bug, super freak.  Don't talk to my
Aunt Nic like that.

MARK
Kat, you really should tame that
child down, there is no discipline.

KAT
You know, maybe you should just tone
your discipline down a notch and
head out that door!  And her name is
Renee, thank you!

MARK
Katherine, maybe I should.  I'm
leaving---

KAT
Just go, Mr. Uptight, lied to me
about the opera!  I know that seems
like it's petty, but I thought that
was our thing?  Makes me wonder what
else you have been hiding.You are
truly no-fun...a no-fun stick-in-the-
mud with a tight tie, I'm sorry, but
it's true.
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MARK
Pfft!  Fine Katherine, if that's
what you want...

Mark stomps out the door as THREE TEENAGE METAL ROCKERS walk
in and slip down to the basement.

FIRST METAL ROCKER
Yo dudes.

SECOND METAL ROCKER
Hey...

THIRD METAL ROCKER
GRUNT.

Smoke filters into the living area from the kitchen.

SHAY (O.S.)
Oh no!  It burned...

MAX (O.S.)
It's just well-done, I think it's
okay.

The dull THUD of metal core music filters from the basement. 
Jack shakes his head up and down to the beat.  Shay and Max
join everyone in the living room.

SHAY
As you can smell, the chicken is a
little...well, burned.  I have never
burned that dish, ever.

KAT
No you haven't honey.  That's your
specialty.

NICOLETTE
It's okay.  We know you can cook. 
She really can Max, like she's one
of the best---

MAX
It happens to everyone.  There's
just a lot going on tonight.  Let's
just go out, my treat.

Max's cell phone RINGS.

MAX (CONT'D)
Excuse me everyone.  I need to take
this.  Be right back.  I'll take it
on the porch so as to not bother
you.
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Max walks to the door and trips over a laundry basket.  Shay's
old-lady-looking-panties spill out.  The music from the
basement gets louder. 

SHAY
Kat!  I asked you to put these up!

KAT
I was going to and---

SHAY
Well this didn't turn out exactly
how I'd hoped.

NICOLETTE
Is Max on the phone again?

SHAY
Well, yeah.

Max walks back in.  Kat lifts a disproving eyebrow. 

MAX
Here...sit down, have a glass of
wine.  Let's order out---

NICOLETTE
Pizza!

RENEE
Now you're talking my language.  No
offense, but Chicken Marsala really
ain't my thing.

KAT
Ain't is not a word and you are not
going to say it, right?

JACK
Call Wanna Get A Righteous Pizza,
they rock.  I'll call.

RENEE
I'll go ask the boys what kind they
want.

Max and Shay sit on the couch.  They burst out laughing. 
Max puts his arm around her.

SHAY
Do you think we're all crazy?

MAX
Sweetheart, I live in Vegas...you
think this is crazy.  You all are
crazy in the best possible way.
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He kisses her softly.

INT. , RENEE'S BEDROOM -- THE NEXT DAY
(KAT, RENEE)

Tween memorabilia fills every nook and cranny.  Renee holds
the jewel incrusted microphone Max gave her and sings a Jonas
Brothers' song loudly into the mirror.

RENEE
Oohh...this is an S.O.S., don't want
to second guess, this is the bottom
line.  It's true!  I gave my all for
you, now my hearts in two and I can't
find the other half.  It's like I'm
walking on broken glass.

Renee poses for the mirror before she plops on her bed.  She
writes on a furry cheetah notebook.

RENEE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I am a singer.  I wonder if I will
ever be a famous singer.  I hear the
music of the Jonas Brothers.  I see
the microphone.  I want to become
famous for my singing.  I am a singer. 
I pretend that I am on a stage.  I
feel excited.  I hold my microphone. 
I worry that when I grow up I won't
have a good voice.  I cry tears of
joy.  I am a singer.  I understand
if people don't think I have a good
voice.  I say that I have a nice
voice.  I dream that I will be on
stage with the Jonas Brothers.  I
try to work on songs that have high
and long notes.  I hope I will become
a great singer.  I am a singer.  You
Rock, Renee.

Renee looks into the mirror and sings.  There's a KNOCK on
the door.

RENEE (CONT'D)
Come in, Mother Dear.

KAT
It's momma...

RENEE
I know Mom, who else would it be,
Nick Jonas.  I wish.

KAT
Oh you...hey...you sure are singing
like Britney herself, I'm so proud

(MORE)
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KAT (CONT'D)
of you.  Just don't follow her path. 
Well...choir still fun at school? 
You get to sing for those nursing
homes soon, and at the big baseball
game.  Come snuggle with me, would
you?  I need some Renee love.

They hop on the bed against fluffy pink pillows.

RENEE
Yeah, Mom.  I'm excited.

KAT
You okay?  I know last night with
Mark was...well, weird.

RENEE
Sure was, and he's weird. 
Sorry...Mom...do you think my Dad,
well, whatever he is, carrier of the
sperm---

KAT
Renee!  Where does that talk come
from?

RENEE
Mom, let's face it.  I'm gonna be in
sixth grade.  You learn stuff at
school.  I love you like no other
but until you loosen up a bit...like
Mark Boy needs to...you just aren't
gonna relate to me, get it?  

KAT
Yes---

RENEE
Got it?

KAT
Okay...

RENEE
Good!

KAT
Oh Renee, I love you so.  What would
I do without you?

RENEE
You'd be bored as someone sitting
around everyday watching grass grow.
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KAT
Sometimes Renee, God wants us to
slow down so we can hear Him. 
Listening to God's design is as
important as hearing it.

They snuggle and look at the stars on Renee's ceiling.

RENEE
Yeah, Mom.  That lightening the other
night was boss man. 

KAT
Boss?  That's an 80's term...where'd
you hear that?

RENEE
Oh Mom, remember, I'm in sixth grade? 
Anyway, before you rudely interrupted
me...

KAT
I'm sorry.  It's been a long day
precious.

RENEE
I'm down with it Mom.  Okay, but,
really...do you think my sperm carrier
wants to see me?  Ever?  I know he
sends cards and weird toys on
holidays...like freaky toys that
look like they came from the "nobody
wanted me store", like that weird
clown when I was five.  I mean a
clown, they freak me out now.  But---

KAT
Honey...here it is.  Listen.  At
least he sent you something.  My
Dad, or sperm carrier as you say, I
refuse to call him Dad, rarely even
wanted to see me.  I had five step-
dads.  It all made me a better Momma
though, I swore to never be like
him.  I pray for them, truly.  Really,
your sperm carrier Dad, please don't
say that around anyone okay?

RENEE
Okay...

KAT
Well...I was young and my heart hurt. 
I thought that if I gave my body to
this man that he would love me more.

(MORE)
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KAT (CONT'D)
I didn't know the love of God was
all I needed to feel whole.  A loving
partner will be the icing on the
cake for me.

RENEE
Really?

Kat looks into Renee's eyes.

KAT
Listen...it was a huge mistake, but
you aren't!  If you or I think that
a physical love will solve all and
make you whole, we are all wrong.

RENEE
Like what are you sayin' Mom?

KAT
Renee, any woman will never be fully
filled up with just being with a
wife, mother or with a career.  Our
interior happiness isn't dependent
on the exterior.

KAT
Until someone knows God and keeps
Him first and waits for that special
husband, it will be all empty business
my sweetness, empty.  It's filling a
lonely hole.

RENEE
You mean hooking up with the sperm
carrier was just that right?  And it
was wrong, obviously it didn't last?

KAT
Yes, but listen to me.  We all make
mistakes and are forgiven if we ask. 
Thing is, I learned from the mistake
and now am searching for the
relationship God would want me to
have with a man.  And, I believe in
miracles today, like you.  I wouldn't
have you, now would I?

RENEE
I get it Mom.  You are a little
conservative, but I wouldn't trade
you for the...Jonas Brothers.

KAT (tears well in her eyes)
Really?
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RENEE
Really, really and really.  You are
the best mom in the world...on one
condition.

KAT
Okay...Renee, you are so funny.

RENEE
Mom, did Mark go bye-bye?  For sure,
that is?

KAT
Honey, yes, hasta luego to Mark. 
He...I...I don't know---it wasn't
right.

RENEE
It's okay.  I heard my friend say
this about her step-dad the other
day.  He left them and he punched in
the back door.  They have a plastic
bag over the hole because they can't
afford to fix it.  They open it up a
couple days a week so the bugs can
get in that actually eat
mosquitoes...weird, huh?

KAT
Renee, you never cease to amaze me,
the things you catch on too.  Yes,
weird.  Bugs that actually eat
mosquitoes?

RENEE
Yeah Mom, and they even look like
mosquitoes.

KAT
Fantastic.  I'll keep an eye out for
those.

RENEE
Okay, Mom.  This is what my friend
said about her step-dad, I wrote it
down.  I feel this way about Mark
and I'm sorry Jesus cuz' I know it's
not right.  Forgive me but I'm gonna
tell my Mom and then get it out and
I'll be better.  Let's see...my friend
said, about her step-dad..."He's a
know it all that knows nothing, he's
a hard-butt with a harder heart, and
he's a poop-head with pee for a
brain!"

Kat tries not to laugh.
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KAT
Oh Renee Barnett!  I just know God
is going to use your unique ways to
serve Him one day, I just know. 
Like Shay with Aiden, I don't want
to put you in a box...but, just be
you and go at  your pace, not mine.

RENEE (singing)
Oh yeah, oh yeah, my momma loves me
so, Oh yeah, oh yeah, she's so cool. 
You know I really don't mean to be
mean about that mean thing I said
about the mean step-dad?

KAT
I do know my love, I know.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S HOME, -- EVENING
(MAX, SHAY)

Romantic music fills the candle-lit dining table.  Max and
Shay sit side-by-side.

SHAY
So, alone at last are we?  Don't
hold your breathe now.  My wonderfully
crazy friends could be popping in at
any minute or Aiden's rock band.

They CLINK wine glasses together.

MAX
That's true, but that's family, isn't
it?  I am filled up with the idea of
anyone knocking on your door that
loves you.  I get tired of the only
people bugging me in Vegas are the
ones I don't want to see or want
something...for the most part.

SHAY
That's a shame.  I think we're good
tonight though, everyone knows it is
our night.

MAX
See, I had no doubt you could cook. 
This is incredible!

SHAY
Why thank you.  It got...it wasn't
as fun to cook when I had no one
here to cook for, you know?  Aiden
is so picky.
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MAX
I miss the time when everyone sat
down for a meal, especially after my
ex-wife left.  We always had dinner
together.

SHAY
We did too.  Maybe, while you are
here, we could try that?

Max brightens.

MAX
That would be excellent.  Shay,
you...what about you and your ex,
Jonas?  Anything else you want to
share, I'm a pretty good listener, I
think.  Maybe we could heal together,
so to speak.

SHAY
I've told you a bit, wrong timing,
wrong reasons...but, what about you?

MAX
I've told you some too.  My ex was
just such high maintenance.  She
didn't like to be outdoors, sweat,
go without make-up or a pedicure. 
She acted like she liked to do all
of the things I enjoyed, at
first...and then---

SHAY
It changed, right?  And, you didn't
change together, or want to even?

MAX
Right.

SHAY
Yeah, same for me.  And, hope you
like me in shorts, a t-shirt and no
make-up...this is a big part of me. 
Finally those bumps cleared up, whew! 
That first date was rough.

MAX
Love it!  Love the bumps, the sweats,
even the visor...well most of the
time.

SHAY (laughing)
I will dress up though, don't worry,
for someone who appreciates it.  So,
does that mean you and I should be
gun shy now?  I'm not.
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MAX
I believe in second chances.  And, I
am so excited to see you as you. 
You are stunning Shay, with or with-
out make-up or extravagant clothes. 
I love it when you're face gets red,
when you are embarrassed.  I love
your spirit.  Lust or romance can't
be stretched like true love can.

SHAY
Thank you.  I believe in lots of
chances.  We're human, sometimes we
need to be knocked in the head many
times.  But, good things are worth
being pruned for.

Max's cell phone RINGS.

MAX
Fantastic, speaking of bad timing! 
I must take this, I'll go in the
other room, just business stuff.

SHAY (disappointed)
Okay, it's okay.

Shay puts her ear to the wall.

MAX (O.S.)
I don't mean to sound rude, but I
told you not to call me tonight unless
it was an emergency!  I'll call you
tomorrow, that can wait.  I told
you, just please finish it.  Just
make a decision, I've made mine. 
Good-night.

Shay scrambles back to the living room and pretends to read
a magazine.

MAX (CONT'D)
I can't believe all of the calls
I've gotten this week.  The life of
a businessman.

SHAY (pitiful)
Yeah, so busy, so many deals going
on I'm sure.  Important call, that
one I bet?

MAX
I'm really sorry, thanks for being
such a great sport.  So, this is
random, but it's something I've been
wanting to ask you.

(MORE)
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MAX (CONT'D)
Um...what are some of the fears you
have right now about life or anything?

SHAY (warming up)
That is off the cuff, but I like a
thoughtful man.  Oh...umm...I guess
I'm just afraid of missing out on
the joy of each day.  As heavy as
this may sound, I pray against the
thieves of joy, you know.  I don't
want anything to take that from me. 
Does that make sense?

MAX
Beautiful, yep it does.  Great thing
to pray against.  Each day is so
special, huh?  But we ruin many a
day by thinking about tomorrow or
next week or next month or---

SHAY
Two hours from now?

MAX
You're funny, I love your humor.  If
you're finished, I'll do the dishes
later.  How about moving to the sofa?

SHAY
I'd like that, these chairs aren't
the most comfortable.  One day I'd
like to re-do this whole rag-of-a
place or design a little place and
build it by the river.  I've always
wanted to go to interior design
school.

MAX
You've done a lot with this little
place, never say never.

SHAY
How about you?

MAX
What?

SHAY
What are you afraid of?

MAX
Umm...that's a toughie.  Let's
see...maybe my fears are a lot like
yours.

(MORE)
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MAX (CONT'D)
I don't want to go through life
without being happy and using my
gifts.  I ask God to help me to not
miss it, miss the point, miss the
meanings.  I'd like God's help in
getting rid of the "I am man I must
control thing" too.

SHAY
That's how I feel.  On a different
afraid of...a woman's level, a woman's
heart version of that.  But I do
have a little fear of drowning. 
Almost did in Palm Springs when I
was a kid, and then later as a teen.

MAX
I'm sorry, bet that was a scare?

SHAY
Yeah...

MAX
Well, get this.  I have this weird
fear, if you'd call it that, of black
mold!

Shay laughs loudly.

SHAY
I'm sorry, that is so...well...random
but true.  I went through this whole
black mold phase after I saw a house
in town shut down because of it.  So
then I was like, oh it's black mold
if I saw anything that remotely looked
like it.

MAX
That is fantastic...I have a black
mold buddy.  I did that too!  Also,
I went through a stage where if I
had a little ache or pain I'd research
it on the web for hours.

SHAY
No way!  I did that too.  Any little
ailment, there was a disease for it,
right?  That is so funny, really, I
can't believe it.

MAX
I can't believe it, truly, a black
mold partner!
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SHAY
Um, this is random, but, so, how's
your Mom doing?

MAX
I was just going to ask you if you'd
like to go with me to meet her this
weekend. 

SHAY
I'd love that!  Count me in.  My Dad
keeps asking me about you too.  I'm
warning you though, he's so ornery
and crotchety.  That's a double,
ornery and crotchety.  He will insult
you and say mean things.  Period.  I
apologize ahead of time.  I miss my
mother like crazy and so does he. 
That's no reason for his attitude
though, he's always been like that. 
He's never told me he's loved me.

MAX
I'm so sorry.  That must have caused
you some pain in your life.

SHAY
It's messed up my heart a little. 
He's very critical, so I became very
critical towards myself at times. 
He use to walk by and pinch my butt
or side to see if I'd gained weight,
gosh.  I've asked for healing in
this area though and have really
learned to be more accepting.  A
dad's voice, or lack of, can leave a
mark on you.  But, since I've accepted
God as my Father, I've done a total
turn since then.

MAX
That's important.  My Dad was amazing. 
He tried to include me in everything. 
He was firm when he needed to be but
also loved on me and encouraged me a
lot.

Max drapes his arm around Shay.  Shay is nervous and
neurotically picks imaginary lint off her shirt.

MAX (CONT'D)
If it's any consolation, I can
honestly say you are one of the most
interesting and unique of all.  I
can't believe how cool you are.
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SHAY
Really?  But I'm so...well, country-
like and you are so city.  I feel
like a wallflower around you.  Aren't
we a little too different to make
this work Max?

MAX
I don't think so.

SHAY
I'm...I don't know Max.  I just
honestly am afraid this just isn't
going to work because of our
differences and you live in Vegas
and ---

MAX
Hey!  Let's just see how it goes,
okay?  You never know until you try!  

SHAY
Okay, deal.

MAX
Oh...and...change the subject but
you smell great.  What is that
fragrance?

SHAY
I can't tell a lie.  It's Irish
Springs Conditioning Soap.

MAX
Are you kidding again?  I thought it
was something really extravagant! 
You are just a mystery, a beautiful
mystery to me.

Max moves closer.

SHAY (nervous)
Do you like Black Walnut ice cream? 
I've got some if you'd like some
dessert.  I don't eat it anymore
after all of those years in high
school I worked at the Golden Scoop. 
I just think I burned myself out,
you know, and---

MAX
Hey, it's okay.  I just think you
are so wonderful.  I'm learning that
when you start talking fast it means
you are nervous or uncomfortable. 
Would that be a correct assumption?
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SHAY
Correct, yep.  I'm sorry!  I'm such
a dork at times...

MAX
What's wrong?

SHAY
It's just that...I just...

MAX
Yes?

SHAY
I just like you so very much, and I
really haven't felt this way for so
long and you are just really inspiring
and smart and handsome and I just
never thought I'd meet someone like
you and I haven't been this close to
someone in a long---

Max silences her with a finger on her lips.

MAX
Don't be nervous.  I care for you so
much.

He caresses her chin with one hand and kisses her lips.

SHAY
I have never been kissed like that,
never.

MAX
Well maybe I should try it again.

They meld together in long, tender kiss.

INT. SHAY'S HAIR SHACK -- MORNING
(KAT, NICOLETTE, SHAY)

Nicolette sits in a chair ready for her hair color.  Kat
sits nearby, receiving a pedicure by a YOUNG STYLIST. 

NICOLETTE
I am so glad to be here I could cry! 
I've missed gettin' together with
you all...not to blame anyone---

SHAY
Be quiet!  You did the same thing to
us when you started seeing Jack, so
lay off sugar pie!  You were M.I.A.
for about a month, and Max has only
been here for a short time.
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NICOLETTE
Just kidding...by the way, lay in
some low lights.  Last time you did
it I looked a little red Hootchy
Mama.

SHAY
Whatever, you asked for those
highlights---

KAT
You did, I heard it.

NICOLETTE
You need a hearing aid.

KAT
No I do not.  I just got a hearing
test mind you so...there.

SHAY
Yeah, great to see you guys.  Geez,
that dinner party was a catastrophe. 
Max was so sweet though.

KAT
It was, it was, but I got rid of
Mark at least.  What was I thinking?

NICOLETTE
You mean "Bucketfuls of No Fun and
Wagonloads of No Personality?"  Yeah,
like you got rid of him, good-bye,
bye-bye...bye Markie Poo.

SHAY
Now Nic, I thought you were going to
take a class to control that mind of
yours.  How's that going?

NICOLETTE
Got kicked out...I was too mouthy!

KAT
Very funny---

NICOLETTE
I mean it.  People need to lighten
up, seriously.  Anyway, how's ole'
Maxie Poo doin'?

Shay stops coloring.  She's in La-la Land.

SHAY
He kissed me last night, a real kiss. 
I have never, never in my life been
kissed like that!
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NICOLETTE
Woo wee Hot Stuff!  What next?

KAT
Of course you stopped it before the
it's not appropriate hot kiss, right? 
He went home before midnight?  Nic,
she's actually got class---

NICOLETTE
I know, I know, but don't insult me
Kat.  Just 'cuz you and Mark broke
up don't take your anger out on me!

SHAY
You guys, please, stop it!  Yes, I
sent him home, I do have morals, but
it was a real test.  We both decided
it would be better, not just me. 

(beat)
But...I officially am in love with
him...

NICOLETTE
I knew it.  Congratulations!

KAT
I knew it too.  I think you make a
terrific pair, just take it slow
darling.  I don't think you will
show up missing now, thank God.

NICOLETTE
Why the long face?  Put a low light
in that big Tammy Faye Baker highlight
please, right here?

SHAY
Oh guys...I'm scared of getting hurt
again.  I know he's not perfect and
I'm not but he seems like it now and---

NICOLETTE
And what Nut Cake?  You know in your
heart of hearts he is the man, right?

SHAY
I couldn't be more sure.  I know
it's only been a short while, but we
talked so much on the phone before
we met...well, it feels like I've
known him, like, well, for forever.

NICOLETTE
Is there anything that you have a
red flag about?
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SHAY
No, not really.  I mean, he does
this weird tongue under the lip thing---

KAT
Yes, I've noticed that, and all of
those so-called business calls---

NICOLETTE
Shay, you do that weird thing when
you answer the phone.  The hair-wind-
up-thing with your arm, and then you
tilt your head so the phone goes
under your hair.  It's weird, so
quit nit-picking and---

SHAY
Nic, please let me finish.  I was
going to say I'm not nit-picking, I
have lots of faults.  You're the one
that asked.  I didn't bring it up.

Enough you two.  We all have faults,
it's can you live with a certain set
versus another?  Don't ever try and
change a person my dear.  Believe
me!  Silly, silly, please listen to
that still small voice in your heart
and trust?

SHAY
Okay.  But also...last night at the
house, he took a call and I overheard
part of it.  He was talking to a
woman, I can't remember her name,
and he told her not to call tonight,
to call back later, that it was over,
and that his mind was made up.

NICOLETTE
What!

KAT
What!

SHAY
Yep.  What am I suppose to think of
that.  And then, ten minutes later I
got the most romantic kiss of my
life!

KAT
Just ask him about it.  Maybe it was
his secretary.  That doesn't match
up.
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SHAY
I'm not gonna ask him, it would be
like I was eavesdropping and I wasn't!

NICOLETTE
Just tell him you overheard---

SHAY
Oh, just say, "Max, I overheard you
talking to a woman, I think you called
her Valerie, I'm not sure because I
was eavesdropping.  And, by the way,
did she call you back last night? 
Right!

KAT
Just wait and see if it comes up in
natural conversation.  It probably
was a client or something.

NICOLETTE
Right, right, a client he asked to
call him back after midnight?  I
know what kind of those clients are!

KAT
How would you know?

NICOLETTE
Be quiet Goober!

SHAY (worried)
Quit it, I'm not going to let that
seed of worry take hold.

KAT
Good for you.  It's probably nothing.

SHAY
Probably nothing, nothing at all. 
Right Nic?

NICOLETTE
Yep, nothing Baby Cakes.  Don't worry,
it insults God.  You may as well be
saying, "Hey God, you're a bum, I
don't trust you!"  when you worry!

SHAY
You're one smart cookie Nic.  Gosh,
never thought of it like that. 
Thanks, see you later okay?

INT. MORNING SUN NURSING HOME -- MORNING
(MAX, MIA, SHAY)

Shay, Aiden and Max stroll down the hall of the nursing home.
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MAX
I promised Dad that if Mom had to
move out of the house, it'd be just
like home.  I am upset that I have
not kept his promise, but Mom insists
on being here.

SHAY
I'm sure that's hard---ot's okay. 
If she's happy that's what's
important.

He kisses her.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Thanks, you're so...you're just so.

They stroll into the a room full of seniors playing cards
and board games.  MIA SAMSON, 80'S, is an older female version
of Max

MIA
Oh, look everyone -- it's my handsome,
wonderful son, Maxie.

SHAY (whispering)
I knew you had a nickname.

MAX
Don't tell anyone.

Max and Mia embrace.

MAX (CONT'D)
Hi Mom.  How are you...you have a
lot more color in your face since
earlier in the week.

MIA
I am feeling fine, just fine today
Maxie.  The doctors say I am doing
just fine, just fine.  Now, this
must be -- Shay?

SHAY
Hi Mrs...I mean Mia. It's so nice to
finally meet you.

Mia hugs Shay.

MIA (winks)
Like-wise, my dear, like-wise.  After
all, I hear I'm the reason you two
met I hear?

SHAY
Well, I guess you could say that.
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MIA
I'm still really weak but it looks
like the cancer might be gone.  I
kinda like not having any hair...no
more beauty salons for awhile thank
goodness. 

(beat)
Some lemonade?  Got any Vodka for my
soul?

MAX
Mother, when...

MIA
Joking son, joking!  Did Vegas steal
your humor?  Cancer hasn't taken
mine.  Haven't had a drink my whole
life, you know it son.

MAX (choking back tears)
I'm just...so....happy, thank God,
you are better.

MIA
Let's go!  It's a beautiful day.

They walk to a flower and weed coated patio flavored with
angel statues and a an a rusting bird bath.

SHAY
Well, about your hair, when it comes
back, which will be soon, I will do
it for you for a lifetime, my treat.

MIA
Oh I'm sorry dear...forgot you do
hair---

SHAY
Oh please, don't worry about---

MIA
I am so blessed, so blessed.  I just
wish my boy were here with me for
good.  Maybe he'll have a reason to
come back home soon.

MAX (uncomfortable)
Uh, so...how about that lemonade?

SHAY
Thank you. 

MAX
So how are they treating you here
Mom?  Do you still like it here?
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Mia rolls her tired but happy eyes.

MIA
He asks me those questions every
week, but better to get a man who
asks than one who does not.

You couldn't have said it better. 
Speaking of, I need to go see my Dad
in a little bit.  Have you met him
yet?

MIA
Yes...but he fell asleep during our
conversation.  Interesting man.

SHAY
Well, don't mind him.  He is my father
but we aren't close...he isn't what
I'd call the best inspiration...like
you and Max are.  Heard right up to
becoming sick again you were golfing? 
I use to golf a lot!

MAX
Well, what a surprise!  You never
told me that.  Let's try and play
next time I'm back.

MIA
Next time you're back?  It's only
been such a short time.  Are you
leaving so soon?

MAX
I just found out today---

SHAY
Your leaving?  When?  I thought you
were going to be able to stay another
month?

MAX
I thought so as well,but I have some
pressing business that needs to be
taken care of, and unfortunately I
need to be present to take care of
it.  And, now that Mom is in the
clear....

Max's cell phone RINGS.

MAX (CONT'D)
I need to take this, be right---
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SHAY
Back.

MAX (frowns)
Yeah, right back.

Max takes the call and walks to a nearby bench.

MIA
Now that he's gone for a minute,
honey, I see in your heart and soul
that you are a tender, sweet woman. 
I'm so very happy God brought you
two together.

SHAY
Thank you.  I'm happy too.

MIA
I can see that Max and his workaholic
ways bother you.  I understand.  He
needs to learn from his daddy, rest
his soul.  He needs to learn to be
still.  He's restless and wants to
control, like a lot of men.  Until
he sits down with the Lord and asks
Him to take it all and show Max what
He wants Max to do with his
life...well, I think Max will always
feel restless until he does this. 
He's been trying and is on the right
track.

SHAY
Thank you...I understand more now. 
I know, no matter where our
relationship goes, that...well, I am
not the, how do I say?  Not the answer
to all of his problems, and vice-
versa.  You know Mia?

MIA
I know my dear.  You are wiser than
I'd imagined.  If it's meant to be,
it will work out.

SHAY
Thank you Mia. We'll---

Max joins them.

MAX
Learn what from my daddy, Mom?

MIA
You have his hearing too.

(MORE)
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MIA (CONT'D)
Just don't pull a life off just like
your daddy, God rest his soul.  The
great, loving man he was, work became
his God and finally his heart wore
out because of the stress.  Don't
mistake adventure for a restless
soul.

MAX
Now Mom, this isn't the time or the
place for the lecture.

MIA
Now you take Ethel and Harold out
there.  Been married sixty years! 
They are best friends and have spent
their whole lives together, away
only eight nights!

MAX
Mom---

SHAY
How sweet!  My first husband's God
was money, yeah, it ruined our
marriage.  I had my faults too though.

MIA (ignores Max)
You poor thing.  How is your son?

SHAY
Thank you for asking.  Better but
always on the edge.  He's alive but
it feels like he's dead.  I feel a
little dead with him gone at his
dad's, but I'm getting more peace
with it.  Does that make sense?  I
know Max has filled you in on Aiden? 
I just miss him.

MIA
Boys can be hard, especially at his
age.  Just love unconditionally,
give up the control to the Lord.

SHAY
Thank you Mia, you are so encouraging. 
I told him this was the last time he
was going to call his dad when he
doesn't get his way.  I think that's
a big problem with divorced couples
today.  The child goes back and forth,
back and forth, according to what
the child wants.

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
Parents forget or don't know how to
parent or just don't care.  It teaches
kids to get what they want when they
want it according to their own selfish
desires.  I just had to set my foot
down, enough was enough.  I told him
how much I loved him but going back
and forth when you don't get your
way is not going to teach you life
skills, love skills, you know.  That's
not how life works.

MIA
You sound like an incredible, loving
Mom.  Discipline is key, and putting
your money where your mouth is too. 
Had to put my foot down with Maxie a
time or two.

MAX
Hello, did you two forget I'm here? 
I was an angel as a teen, Mom.

MIA
Yes, you were a great kid.  And still
are an incredible man.  Just let go
of some of the work son.  Life is
way too precious.

MAX
Thanks again for the lecture of love
mom. 

(beat)
Speaking of kid, Mia's son is amazing. 
We've were playing drums together
when I first got into town.  He's
really smart.

MIA
You always wanted a son.  Would love
to meet him.

SHAY
I'll try and bring him next time. 
At his age it's hard to pull him
from his friends.

Shay looks at her watch.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Oh no!  Speaking of friends, I almost
forgot...I've got to visit Dad and---

MIA
No, you go on, don't want to bother.

(MORE)
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MIA (CONT'D)
My friend Tom is visiting me too, in
a few minutes... 

MAX
Mom!  Your friend?  I'll act like I
didn't hear that.

He sticks his fingers in his ears and sings a random song. 

MIA
Well, a woman has to be a woman.  We
were designed for relationships. 
Much more important, when are you
leaving Max?  I never heard your
answer.

MAX
I'm...not sure yet, but soon.  I'll
let you know tomorrow.  It depends
on this business deal I've got going.

SHAY
This is news to me too.  Fill me in
when you know?  Excuse me, I need to
get to Dad.

Shay is teary-eyed.

MIA (upset)
Yes, Max, she knows what's important
in her life.

SHAY
Thank you Mrs. Samson, I mean...Mia. 

MAX
Mom, really, you are blowing my work
way out of shape!  Shay, honey, are
you okay?

SHAY
Fine, just fine, must be my hay-fever,
it always gets back this time of
year.  I'll be right back.  Off to
Dad's room...you two come down if
you can.

Mia bolts.

MIA
Just don't forget son, everywhere
you turn in life, there are second
chances, but sometimes they only
come around once.
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INT. MAMA COW'S ICE CREAM BAR -- EVENING--THE NEXT DAY
(KAT, NICOLETTE, SHAY)

Shay, Nicolette and Kat share a hugenormous banana split.

KAT
Now remember girls, stay on your
side, and I get most of the
strawberries.  That was our deal.

NICOLETTE
Hey, stingy butt!  I get one or two
was also the deal.

SHAY
Quit your belly aching, you two.

NICOLETTE
My belly is aching after all of those
Spanish Olives and peanut butter I
ate right before I came here!

KAT
What?  That's really disgusting. 
Are you pms-ing or something?

NICOLETTE
How'd you guess Einstein?

SHAY
Quit it you two!  I'm here for support
and encouragement, not your usual
tit-for-tat stuff.

NICOLETTE
Sorry Shay.  So, he's really leaving
in three days?

KAT
What is the real reason---

NICOLETTE
Don't ask her that, he told her the
real reason---

KAT
But I don't think that's it, I've
been hurt too many---

NICOLETTE
If you already tell yourself something
ahead of time like "I won't be able
to sleep at night" or something then
you won't.  You have already agreed
to this in your head.  Don't go there. 
Shay doesn't need any more---
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KAT
Since when are you Dr. Phil all of a
sudden?  You---

SHAY
Stop it you guys!  Please...I
appreciate the concern I just need,
I don't know...I mean, I do know to
do what my Spirit tells me.  To pray
for this.  I don't want to act like
you are responsible for my happiness. 
You're not, moral support is good
though.

NICOLETTE
That is true, but friends are just
that, and we stick together.  So
what in the heck is going on, dang
it.  You call us this morning before
the rooster crowed and...you ask us
to meet for ice cream!  Like, you
don't even eat ice cream...this must
be bad.

SHAY
Got a pickle to go with this?

NICOLETTE
What!

KAT
What!

SHAY
Just kidding, okay, move on.  I still
have a sense of humor.

KAT
Well thank God.  So...he's leaving? 
He'll be back soon, right?

Shay shovels in another spoonful of ice cream.

SHAY
That's just it, don't you see?  I
can't leave here and he can't stay
here.  The weird calls I'm too
mentally challenged to ask him
about...is he a workaholic?  Aiden
is here, Aiden's Dad is here.  I
didn't have him to just take off to
another state and be a long-distance
mom.

KAT
Oh Shay Shay, it'll work out.  I
promise.
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SHAY
I don't know, I think it's gonna
take a miracle.

INT. AIDEN'S ROOM -- LATER
(AIDEN, SHAY)

Band posters hang on black walls.  A guitar sits in a corner. 
A drawing of a green clenched fist that reads "take this
life it's yours" is taped over a messy bed.  Aiden is studies 
the ceiling from his bed.  Shay KNOCKS.

AIDEN
What!  Come in!

SHAY
Oh hey, hi.

AIDEN
What's up?

SHAY
May I please turn that down so we
can talk a minute?

AIDEN
Oh I know what so we can talk means,
I'm in trouble.

SHAY
That's not true.

She lowers the volume on the stereo.

SHAY (CONT'D)
I actually like this song.  Who is
it?  August Burns Red?

AIDEN (surprised)
How'd you know?

SHAY
I know more about what you like than
you think, and I'm not a total music
dud.  I can still put a guitar down
if I have too.  I do listen to all
of the cd's you buy, you know that.

AIDEN
Yeah.

SHAY
I really like it when we listen to
them on the way to school.  It
certainly wakes me up.

He laughs.
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SHAY (CONT'D)
So how are you?

AIDEN
Mom, Dude, I know when you ask that
you are nervous about something,
it's so weird.  You know I'm good.

SHAY
I'm sorry, but, well...I was not
eavesdropping but...I heard you tell
your Dad today you want to move out
again?  Did I hear right?

AIDEN
Dude, you were listening!

SHAY
No, I was cleaning the bathroom and
you went into your room.  These walls
are thin and you were yelling you
know.

AIDEN
Whatever!

SHAY
Please, don't get mad.  I just want
to know what's going on, please. 
When were you going to tell me?

AIDEN
I was gonna tell you tonight.  I
just don't think I can live by your
rules, go to be in bed by one, do
chores, and now Max.

Shay struggles to hold back tears.

SHAY
Why do we go through this so often? 
It's only hurting you and our
relationship, not to mention your
Dad and yours.  So the other night
when I mentioned this summer I didn't
want you to stay up until five in
the morning every night and sleep
until four in the afternoon...is
that what put you over the edge? 
It's time to start be responsible
Aiden.  You'll be driving and getting
a job soon.

AIDEN
You treat me like a baby Mom!  Dude,
my friends don't have to do that!
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SHAY
It doesn't matter what your friends
are doing, but I knew you'd say that
so I called Blake and Drew's Mom and---

AIDEN
Dude!  Here you go again, this is
another reason I want to leave!  My
Dad lets me do whatever I want to
do, pretty much!

SHAY
Well, I've said it many times, I'm
not your Dad, and when you are here
you need to follow my plan.  And,
Drew and Joe definitely don't get to
stay up that late, ten for Drew and
twelve for Johnny!  You thought one
a.m. was bad.  And, Drew doesn't
even get paid for chores, she expects
him to be part of the family and
just pitch in, so I know I'm trying
to do right!  And Max...you guys
have really been hitting it off.

AIDEN
Whatever Mom!  He's coming tomorrow. 
Max is fine, but he'll probably just
hog your time anyway, why should I
be here.

Aiden pushes his clothes into a trash bag.

SHAY
I just can't win, so, this is it?  I
set a bed time and your hand goes to
the phone to call your Dad?  This is
exactly what happened last time,
and, oh, the time before.  Well,
this is the last time Aiden.  If you
go, there's no coming back unless
it's on the terms I know God wants
me to set for you.  It's for your
own good.  You need to get rooted in
one place, please!  This is one of
the hardest things I've ever had to
do, you'll never know.

AIDEN
Cool Dude.

SHAY
I mean it.  It hurts me way more
than it does you to say that, but if
you keep going back and forth based
on what you can get from who whenever

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
it suits you, that is not teaching
you what is right in life Aiden! 
That is not how life is.  You can't
learn to deal with issues if you
just run.

Aiden breaks his drum set down.

AIDEN
Yeah Dude, cool.

SHAY
I can't stop you.  My heart just
broke in half.  Good-night...let me
know if you want to talk some more
tonight.

She exits the room and sobs.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S BEDROOM, -- MOMENTS LATER
(SHAY)

Shay's small bedroom is tidy, painted in "spa colors." Shay
is on her bed.  She cries to the ceiling.

SHAY (V.O.)
I am on my last leg, on my knees
calling to you.  I can't do this by
myself and don't want to and am sorry
I have tried.  I'm so sorry, forgive
me.  I've been caught up in muck and
selfishness.  Please, heal the pain
in my heart, heal me of all of the
insecurities I have.  Aiden is leaving
again, and I know I need to get him
settled in one home.  I miss him
when he's gone.  I ache for a
relationship with him just like you
do with us.  God, how you must feel
when we humans do this to you.  I
can't imagine how you must feel if
this is just one tiny speck of the
hurt you feel.  And Max, the man I
know you brought me, he's going back. 
I can't go, he can't stay.  I am in
love with him.  Give me strength as
I trust you.  Thank you, for all the
blessings you have given me.  Thank
you... 

Shay stares at the ceiling and sobs.
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INT. SHAY TILLMAN'S LIVING ROOM -- THE NEXT MORNING
(MAX, SHAY)

Shay stumbles out of bed to Aiden's room.  It's empty, except
for the furniture and empty energy drink cans.  The fist
poster with "take this life and make it yours" is the only
thing left on the wall.

SHAY
Aiden!  Aiden!

She collapses on the sofa and cries out.

SHAY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I can't do this...

She runs to the basement and back to the kitchen.  A note
taped to the coffee pot.

 (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Mom, I hate fighting with you, it's
really stupid.  You know I love you
and don't purposely try and hurt
your feelings.  Dad picked me up. 
Aiden.  Not even a good-bye, so cold,
thanks for calling Jonas.  Great Dad
you are, just pick him up at his
beckon  call, letting him call the
shots.  I don't stand a chance trying
to parent when I'm up against this. 
God, help me to not be angry and
bitter.

Shay makes coffee and stares blankly out the window.

SHAY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I know there's more behind this than
what I can grab onto right now, I
know. 

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION SHAY'S HOUSE AND MAX SAMSON'S
CAR.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Oh, I'm so glad you answered, I'm
just...um, is this a good time to
call?

MAX
Shay, sweetie, no, I'm on a really
important business call, I'm sorry. 
Can it wait?  If it's important,
I'll tell the client---

SHAY
Oh no, it's not anything, really.
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MAX
Are you sure?  You don't sound right?

SHAY
Oh you know...I'll just...how
about...are we still on for dinner
tomorrow, I hope?

MAX
I can't wait, I wouldn't miss it for
the world.  I'm sorry hon, I'll make
it up to you.  I know this is hard,
with me leaving Friday.  But I'll be
back very soon love.

SHAY
No, no, no...I know you'll be back
soon.  I'll visit, you'll visit. 
I'm really fine, strong about this. 
It's all good, really.  I'm good. 
We will text, call, send e-mails...I'm
good, so good.

MAX
Okay, thanks for being understanding. 
If this is meant to be, it will work. 
I'll be back in a few weeks.

SHAY
I know, you are exactly right.  See
you tomorrow.  Bye.

MAX
Bye.  I'll call you later Sweetie.

SHAY (V.O.)
Important calls?  Maybe, or maybe
just another man married to his work. 

INT. TECULAR COMMUNITY CENTER -- EVENING
(JACK, KAT, NICOLETTE, SHAY)

Shay stands with Nicolette in the tacky community hall as
PEOPLE scurry around eating and whooping it up.  Cigarette
smoke drifts across her face and she COUGHS.

NICOLETTE
Hey woman!  You made it, I bet Kat
you wouldn't come.  I closed the
coffee shop early so I could swing
over here.  You look like one sad
puppy.

SHAY
That's unheard of, you closing early
Yeah, well, wish I wouldn't have

(MORE)
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SHAY (CONT'D)
made it.  I'm fine.  What kind of
nasty place is this and why are we
here?  Remind me.  Why would they
allow smoking at a food and wine
tasting, I don't know.  I thought
that was against the law?

NICOLETTE
Hey, it's not that bad!  Thought you
could use some cheering up.  Jack is
giving samples of his latest recipes
he's gonna serve at the fair tonight. 
He thought this may get people to
come out.  You know, so I had to
support him.

SHAY
Why here? 

NICOLETTE
This is the fair-type crowd, you
know.  A lot of the folks who'll be
goin' hang out here, so it's good
advertising for his meat raffle.

SHAY
Please pinch me and tell me this
isn't true.  A meat raffle?  Gross! 
Seriously?

NICOLETTE
Yeah, you know, like the one Fred
Taylor had at that party?  You pay
to spin the wheel and win the meat! 
It's great!  Jack will get the funds
to run his booth at the fair.  He
got a great deal on some meat from
the butcher.  He can't wait to tell
you guys all about it, it's soooo
creative what he's a doin'! 

SHAY
Okay, whatever floats his boat. 
This is crazy if you ask me, but...so  
...where's Kat?

NICOLETTE
Do you actually think she'd come to
this dive.

SHAY
And like I would.  Thanks a lot.

Kat walks in the front door.
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SHAY (CONT'D)
What, you actually came to this place,
can't believe my eyes, can't believe
I'm here.  Jack owes us big time.

KAT
I'm not that stuffy, I'm not a Mark
now mind you!

NICOLETTE
Whoa!  What's with the all black
outfit and heavy eye make-up?  Lookin'
like Olivia Newton-John in Grease
tonight.

KAT
Can I not ever dress slightly out of
my comfort zone without one of you
nagging me.  And, these pants just
fit for a change, they're not hanging
off my rear.  Pfft, I don't have
high heels either.  So there.

SHAY
Well if it isn't the meat raffle man
himself.

JACK
Hi Shay.

SHAY
Hi.

JACK
You look like a whipped pup.

SHAY
Thanks a lot.  That's what Nic said.

They sit down at a nearby table.

JACK
I'll go get us some samples of my
fair food for you guys to try, that'll
cheer you up

SHAY
Uh, no thanks, I'll just take a root-
beer.

NICOLETTE
Oh, you gotta try this guys.  Pick. 
We've got lasagna on a stick, reuben
on a stick, spaghetti dinner on a
stick, ostrich on a stick or deep
fried candy bar on a stick?

(MORE)
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NICOLETTE (CONT'D)
Oh yeah, and watermelon jelly...it's
for sale, three for ten dollars.

KAT
Are you serious?

JACK
Serious as a heart attack.

SHAY
Yeah, that's what you're gonna get
if you eat that stuff.  I'm sorry
Jack, I'm just not hungry.

NICOLETTE
Thanks a lot guys, thanks for the
support.

SHAY
Sorry.

KAT
I think the fair crowd will love
this stuff.  Thanks but no thanks,
I'm dieting so I can stay fitting in
my tacky tight black pants.

NICOLETTE
Shut up...I didn't say they were
tacky, just different.

Shay's head is spinning as Nic and Kat bicker.  A garish-
looking LADY, (50's), blows cigarette smoke in Shay's face. 
PEOPLE around her laugh too loud.  She looks at raw meat in
coolers sitting on the table ready for the meat raffle.

SHAY
Excuse me you guys, I'm not feeling
that great all of a sudden.

NICOLETTE
You looked like crap when you came
in...you okay?  Is it PMS?

KAT
Quit it, you always ask her that.

NICOLETTE
Always?  Always?  Always means every
time and no I don't always ask her
that.  What's wrong with you today.

SHAY
Guys, please.  It's okay, it's just
the smoke I guess, and stress.  Friday
is the big day you know?
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JACK
Need a ride?

SHAY
You're a sweetie Jack, but I'm good. 
Glad to know some real sweet men are
still available.

JACK
It'll be okay, I promise.  Max and
Aiden will be back, just wait.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME,--NIGHT--(A DREAM SEQUENCE)
(SHAY)

Shay stands in Aiden's empty room and walks into his closet. 
She smells his clothes.  She walks into the bathroom and
sees him lying on the floor.  Blood seeps from his head. 
She sees Max on the phone, snarling at her and pushing her
away.  Jonas smirks in the background.

Shay awakens in a sweat.

SHAY (V.O.)
Oh my God!  What am I doing? 

She jumps out of bed and stumbles to the mirror.

SHAY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I can't live like this God.  I know,
you say wait.  Abide and wait.  But
please comfort me God, please.

INT. , FANCY BAR, LAS VEGAS, THE NEXT DAY
(MAX, PETER)

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION PETER BARLEY AND MAX SAMSON.

PETER
How in the heck are ya brother?  We
sure have been missing you here in
Sin City.

MAX
I actually have never been better,
or worse, really.

PETER
My man, those two sentences don't go
together in my mind.  Partner, you
should see the bombshells in here
tonight.  I can feel luck in the
air!  I've been seeing Trista the
Magician, did I tell you?
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MAX
Yes, Peter, you've mentioned this
five times, to be exact.  I can see
your commitment to her is strong
too, right?  How many attractive
women just walked by?

PETER
Oh, you are on me like a duck on a
June bug, aren't ya old pal?  Loosen
up my friend.

MAX
I guess I am, somebody has to be
while I'm away.  At least you don't
have the dilemma I have.

PETER
I agree, I'm foot loose and fancy
free, Bucko.  Having to choose between
a woman and your profession...not
sure if I would choose the lady.

MAX
Of course you wouldn't!  You are
dating Trista the Magic Lady!  You
have little reality of what it's
like to be in love and to have to
choose.  Why am I friends with you
my man, I'm not sure sometimes.

PETER
Oh now, don't be so hard on the old
boy here.  I'm proud of you Max. 
You have it all.  Finally.  Now, the
question is, what are you going to
do with it?

Max stares quietly into the distance.

INT. MORNING SUN NURSING HOME -- MORNING
(MIA, SHAY)

Shay and Mia sit outside.  ELDERLY PEOPLE mingle and eat
breakfast.

MIA
I was so excited to get your call
Shay.  I know this is a difficult
time for you.

SHAY
I just want to make sure...I just
want to know...I just---
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MIA
Let me guess...you just want to make
sure your not misjudging Max and his
workaholic ways before he sails off
to Vegas and you write him off?

SHAY
I'm guilty!  I'm not surprised, as
smart and sensitive you are.  I never
had much of a mother figure in my
life, so what a blessing to meet
you.

MIA
Thank you dear.  I adore you. 

(beat)
So, am I correct?

SHAY
Yes.  I've finally met the man I
know for sure I'm suppose to be with
and, well, business seems to be more
important to him.

MIA
I have warned Max about this.  His
Daddy was a mirror image of him,
rest his soul, I loved him madly. 
It took me years to train him and
years for me to understand why he
was working so hard.  We came to a
happy life together.

SHAY
I was just thinking of that the other
day.  Also, I can't and don't want
to change Max.  I want to accept him
and look at his good points more,
and not the negative.  I guess him
going away, well God can work on us
separately. 

MIA
You are a wise, beautiful, strong
lady, Shay.  It will be his loss if
he doesn't see what he has.  I think
he does see it, he's just scared to
death to finally feel true love. 
His first marriage left a mark on
him.  Let time work on him.

They embrace.

SHAY
Thank you Mia.  No matter what
happens, can I still visit you here?
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MIA
I wouldn't have it any other way. 
Now, go get your man!  Heard you two
are having a romantic night tonight?

SHAY
It's bittersweet, but...oh Mia.  How
could I have fallen in love with him
in such a short time?

MIA
Time is only that...it is not a record
of the heart.  Now go!  You know who
to trust, keep God close.  He will
be your strength, and your joy.

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME, -- NIGHT
(AIDEN, JONAS, MAX, SHAY)

Shay and Max sit on the couch and snuggle.  They watch HGTV.

MAX
I think they're going to pick the
third house.

SHAY
I don't know, it's a fixer-upper,
and she said she didn't want that.

MAX
I know, but I think he really likes
it and she seems a little submissive,
you know.

SHAY
Yeah, she does.  She needs to stand
up for her thing with the kitchen
though.  I mean, she only has one
arm.  That third kitchen would be
awfully hard for her to get around.

MAX
But they said they would remodel,
you know.  I'm glad we just stayed
in tonight, aren't you?  Dinner was
amazing.

SHAY
Thanks.  It wasn't as good as the
burned version I made last time? 

Max rubs her shoulders.

MAX
Oh, it was a close match.  Maybe the
burned version was better, it goes
with your woodsy smell that I love.
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Max kisses the back of her hand.

MAX (CONT'D)
You smell so good, like wood burning
or the forest---

SHAY
I smell like a forest fire?

Max spills over with laughter.

MAX
No, I mean---

SHAY
Maybe I smell musky or earthy?  Like
that cologne I wore in high school,
Jovan Musk?  Is that what you mean? 
If not, I'm returning that new body
wash.  Wait, musky reminds me of a
deer.  Why would they name a perfume
Musk anyway.

Max pulls her face close to his.

MAX
I love your crazy humor, your down-
to-earth ways.  I love that you love
to watch HGTV instead of always going
out to a fancy restaurant; you buy
everything on sale and that you love 
the outdoors.  You get my humor and
we have the same morals and---

He kisses her lips. 

SHAY
The real question is, could you live
with kissing these thin lips forever? 
That plumping stuff just doesn't
work.  I've tried many---

Max puts his finger to her lips.

MAX (smiling)
These are the only lips I want on
mine.

He embraces her and they kiss for a long time.  He removes
her visor and runs his fingers through her hair.

SHAY
I also appreciate that you are so
down-to-earth and loving.  You show
me that you care, everyday, and you
and I, well, we just get one another. 
You love Aiden, bless his heart---
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MAX
He'll be back, don't worry, and next
time you'll know what to do.  I'll
help you.

Shay looks into his eyes.

SHAY
Where did you come from?  Will you
come back?

They kiss again.  Shay sits up and takes his hands into hers.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Speaking of submissive, like the
HGTV wife...I hope you don't think
I'm being too weak, or whatever, by
well...I guess I don't seem like I
am fighting to get you to stay, do
I?

MAX
I don't think that at all.  I see
some fight, but more than that, your
insight and understanding.

Max's cell phone RINGS.

SHAY
I thought you were going to turn
that thing off tonight, our last
night.

MAX
Peter promised me he wouldn't call
tonight unless it was an emergency
with the Billford deal.  Shay, honey---

SHAY
I know, I know.  You are sorry and
you just have to take this one call
and it won't take long but then one
hour later I'm  painting my toenails
or asleep waiting for you to get off
of the phone.

MAX
You don't understand Shay, I'm---

SHAY
I do.  It's time for us to call it
quits, I can tell.  You are married
to your work Max.  I married a
workaholic before, and I just don't
think I can do it again.  I've thought
a lot about this and I---
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DING DONG!  Shay answers the door to a bedraggled looking
Jonas and Aiden.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Aiden!  Oh dear God...you're bleeding! 
Come in, oh sweetheart, are you okay? 
What's going on?

AIDEN
I'm okay Mom...Quade Stenton was
messing with me and...

JONAS
Yeah, Quade got to mouthin' and I'm
glad old Aiden had enough in him not
to take it.

AIDEN
Mom, I don't think it's right that I
got in this fight, I just...I'm really
sorry.  He pushed me over the edge.

MAX
Oh hi Jonas, I'm Max.

JONAS
Oh, this is the pretty boy Aiden
told me about.  Shay, you finally
got the man of your dreams now, don't
you?  Woo wee, look at him!

SHAY
Listen, this is none of your business
Jonas.  Why are you two here, that's
the real question?  Aiden...do you
need to go to ER or anything?

Jonas slurs his words.

JONAS
He's fine, don't treat him like a
baby.  And, not so fast, sweet Shay. 
I think I should know who my son is
going to be hanging with.  He is
some of my family jewels, and I just
don't let the jewels stay with anyone.

SHAY
This is not the time to be worrying
about who I'm hanging with Jonas! 
Our son is bleeding and hurt for
goodness sake! 

JONAS
Right, right, glad he popped that
little bastard...
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SHAY
Jonas!  What kind of an example are
you?  You know fighting is not the
answer--what's wrong with you!  Gosh! 
This isn't the time or the place for
this...oh no, you've been drinking
again, haven't you Jonas?  You reek
of beer!

JONAS
Shay, you sure have gotten even
prettier over the years, you know.

MAX
Listen Jonas, I'm Max.  Maybe you
need us to call you a cab and we can
get to know one another when we're
all feeling better?

AIDEN
Mom, I just want to go to bed.  I
feel like I'm gonna throw up.

Aiden barfs on Shay's feet.  She calmly removes her sneakers.

SHAY
Oh...gosh, it's okay honey.  Just,
just...go lay down and I'll be right
there.  Are you sure you are okay?

Shay turns to Jonas.

SHAY (CONT'D)
Have you checked him for a concussion? 
I'm calling Dr. Barney now---

AIDEN
I'm good Mom, I'll just get some ice
and see you in a minute.

JONAS
Yeah, if it ain't Mr. Sin City
himself.  Such a slick outfit you're
parading.  Shay always did like a
sexy, clean man who dressed nice,
like her Uncle Joe.  I never did fit
the bill though, a country boy I am.

MAX
Maybe it's time I go Shay.  I'll go
check on Aiden and tell him good-
bye.

JONAS
Leaving so soon handsome?  Watch out
for the puke...wouldn't want you to
get those fancy shoes dirty.
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SHAY
Please keep your mouth still Jonas. 
You need to leave now, please.

MAX
It's okay Shay, I was just on my way
out anyway, right?  Take care Jonas.

Shay and Max stare deeply and wistfully at one another as he
leaves.

JONAS
Get a room you two...hey, you aren't
going anywhere Maxie Poo until you
answer some of my question I've got
for you.  You hangin' out with my
boy and all, playin' drums with him,
going to ball games, well, that's my
job.  You gotta get my permission to
do that.

SHAY
Out!  Out!  Out!  You were never
there for us and aren't now so get
your butt out the door before  I
call the police Jonas, and I mean
it!  I've never been so humiliated,
now go!

JONAS
Not before I get the last word for
once Miss Perfect Shay...

Jonas punches Max in the nose.

MAX
What?  What are you doing?  I'm going
be the bigger of the two of us and
walk on.  You really need some help
buddy.  See you soon Shay.

SHAY
Oh my goodness!  Max, you're
bleeding...no don't go!

Jonas suddenly acts sober.

JONAS (cunningly)
I couldn't have put on a better show
if I tried.  My job is done, now
isn't it?  See ya Shay, bye son.

AIDEN
You really are more of an asshole
than I imagined Dad.
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SHAY
Don't plan on ever coming back into
this house again--e-mails and text
messaging is our new way of
communicating...leave, now!

INT. , SHAY TILLMAN'S  HOME, -- MORNING
(AIDEN, KAT, RENEE, SHAY)

Shay sits on the porch, staring at the sky.  Aiden listens
through the window.

 (V.O.)
Thank you for Aiden.  I love him
unconditionally.  I am so selfish at
times.  I just want what I want in
life.  I have to think more of others,
help others.  I know we all have
failed, and I know broken people do
good work.  Shay, get your act
together...you have a second chance
here.  We all need a second chance.

Shay calls Kat.

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION SHAY'S HOME AND RENEE'S ROOM

SHAY
Oh, hi Renee, how are you honey?

RENEE
Okay, okay.  But Mom is freaking out
'cuz I got a wart on my foot and the
doctor froze it off and then I went
back and it spread 'cuz it's like a
virus you know.  So we go back and
he has to freeze two more warts off
and they are $104 a whack, not
including the doctor's visit and the
lab report.  So now, we are deep in
the hole 'cuz I have to go back 'cuz
they are not going away and he has
to put a chemical on them and she's
freaking 'cuz our deductible is like,
well, $1000.  How about that for
excitement?

SHAY
Oh my...well, maybe I can give you
guys a loan for the wart fund.  I'm
doing hair for a few big weddings
next month...sound good?

RENEE
I love you Aunt Shay.
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SHAY
I love you too.  Have a good day and
let me say hi to your Mom.

RENEE
Okay.  Bye.

KAT
Hi...can you believe that?  I'm wart
poor.  So much for Christmas which
is coming up quickly!

SHAY
I'll help ya if you need it.  I've
got some big jobs in November.

KAT
Your a doll.  Maybe I can get her
dead beat Dad to help...we'll see. 
What's up?

SHAY
I don't have a lot of time to explain,
but last night was a flop.  He did
the phone thing again and I flipped
like a freak.  Then Aiden and Jonas
popped in, Aiden got in a fight and
Jonas knew we were there, acted drunk
and he wasn't, he was just being a
you-know-what.  And, Jonas then
proceeded to punch Max in the nose!

KAT
Oh...my....goodness!  Are you kidding?

SHAY
No!  Wish I was but there's no time
to waste!  I've realized Max needs a
second chance.  Dont' ask why.  I
need a second chance.  I was reading
about Peter...no time to get into
it!  Set me up a flight, we're going
to Vegas!  It's time for an
intervention, and you can wear
whatever wig you want!  I'm going
after my man.  Call Nicolette.

KAT
Your on Darling!

Aiden walks to the porch.

AIDEN
Mom, I'm never going to be from you
again.  I've been so messed up. 
Time away was good.

(MORE)
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AIDEN (CONT'D)
I got to see how lucky I am to have
you as my mom. 

SHAY
Really? 

AIDEN
Really.  Count me in on that Vegas
trip.  Let's do it!  You deserve Max
and he deserves you.

INT. , HOTEL ROOM, LAS VEGAS, TWO DAYS LATER
(AIDEN, KAT, NICOLETTE, SHAY)

Shay, Nicolette, Kat, Aiden and Renee hang out in a Tuscan-
style-gone-bad hotel room.  Nicolette and Kat work on Shay's
hair and make-up.  Aiden and Renee listen to their ipods.

NICOLETTE
Go get 'em tiger!  I've never seen
you so pumped up, well at least in a
long time.

KAT
She has been, you were just busy
with lover boy Jack---

NICOLETTE
There you go again, dissing me.  We
really need to go to therapy Kat.

KAT
So, how do you really feel?

SHAY
Now you guys, really, here we go
again.  No time for bickering.

KAT
We're fine, one day you'll get our
love humor.

SHAY
Whatever!  Okay, okay, but not now.

Aiden and Renee walk to the closet and pull out a beautiful
black dress.

SHAY (CONT'D)
What is this?

AIDEN
We all had some money saved Mom and
got you something new for a change,
no hand me downs here.

(MORE)
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AIDEN (CONT'D)
We've had it for a while, was gonna
give it to you soon.  Like it?

Shay cries.

SHAY
I...I...

NICOLETTE
Now stop that bawling, you know that
crying makes your nose red, and I
just did a primo job on your make-
up, so don't mess it up.  We love
you like no other, want this to work,
now, just say thanks and go get your
man!  We all know the plan...let's
go!  Family hug!

INT. , FANCY BAR, LAS VEGAS, LATER
(SHAY)

Shay sits at the bar sipping a diet coke.  She blends into
the Vegas crowd.

Text message to Shay from Aiden:

His secretary said he'd be here in five minutes.  Hold tight. 
You look pretty Mom.

Text message to Shay from Nicolette:

Pitch that diet coke thing, you are gonna have some explaining
to do.  Ramp up to a glass of white, not red, wine.  Red
stains your teeth.  I got the bad wig again, dang it.  I'm
not wearing this disguise again.

Text message to Shay from Kat:

Don't drink the wine, you'll get tired.  Go girl, we'll give
you the cue when we see him.  Glad I got the red wig.  You
look like a model.  Your bumps are finally gone too, thank
goodness.

Text message to Shay from Renee:

We are out here in the restaurant but I can see you.  Since
Mom and Nic are blind without their glasses and Mom lost her
contacts, Aiden and me will help and be your eagle eye. 
Yikes...he's here.

Max walks into the bar with a STUNNING BLONDE, (20'S).  Shay
tries to hide as they sit several seats down from her.  Max
shakes her hand but the blonde hugs him instead.  Shay watches 
the blonde flirt and pat Max's cheek. 
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SHAY (V.O.)
What kind of crazy idea was this
Shay, coming here?  This is the thing
I needed to see.  I don't need him,
I'm done.  Everything I dreamed
wouldn't be true is...it's true.

INT. , RESTAURANT, LAS VEGAS, THE NEXT MORNING
(MAX, PETER, PRETTY WAITRESS)

Peter Barley and Max eat breakfast in a busy cafe.

PETER
This place is a hole, but thanks for
meeting me here...I love it.  Reminds
me of Texas.  Not that Texas is a
hole, mind you.  Well, boy, I must
say, I must say...I'm damn glad you're
back my man.  Yes, indeed.  Vegas
hasn't been the same with you gone
these last few months.  How's your
dream woman?  I've gotten some of
the details over the phone, but when
are you moving back?

MAX
Is it hot in here?  Right,
it's....it's...waitress, could I
have an ice water please?

A PRETTY WAITRESS, (20'S), walks by, flirting with her eyes. 
She wears a revealing Mrs. Claus costume.

PRETTY WAITRESS
Why of course darling...anything I
can do for you, you just call.

MAX
Thank you.  Can't believe Christmas
is in just a few days, can you?

PETER
Okay, you're avoiding my question so
on to the next.  How's business since
you got back?

MAX
Better than ever, considering it's
only been a few days.  It's strange
Peter...I left Chet in charge while
I was gone, and...everything has
been better than ever.  While I was
gone, I discovered the world of Max
Samson's business can still run well
long distance.
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PETER
Gotta watch those young whipper
snappers though Max...make sure you
got it all covered you know?  A lot
of them are hungry, and hungry for a
little bite of the tender biscuit
you've got.

Max picks at his food.

MAX
You are right, I've got my eye on
him that's for sure.  Miles and
Melissa do too.

PETER
I saw you at Club 99 last night with
that Melissa...what a hottie...all
that long, golden hair, long legs,
perfect skin---sorry, fallin' off of
the wagon here--

MAX
Still the same shallow womanizer as
three months ago?  Thought you told
me you were going to therapy last
month?

PETER
I am doing a lot better.  No more
one-night stands, and I only date
women I think are marriage material. 
But hey, I'm still work in progress. 
Been going to your church some.

MAX
Really?  I can't believe it.  That's
a good start, now start walking the
walk.  Melissa's been my Realtor for
a decade, that's all.  We closed the
deal on my new land in Tecular, the
piece I'm almost done building my
dream house on...all for Shay, Aiden
and I. I wanted to propose and show
Shay a photo of our dream house. 
But this Melissa, well, she's been
calling me all the time though, out
in Tecular, and Shay thought it was
for business.  I couldn't tell her
it was for the new house I was
building for her. 

PETER
Cowboy, that sounds like a lot of
crap to me.  You should have told
her, Lone Ranger.

(MORE)
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PETER (CONT'D)
You'll just have to join the most
eligible bachelor's list with me.

MAX
I should have, I just wanted to
surprise her.  I can't stop thinking
about her.

PETER
I know the feeling my man, I know it
well.  A man without his woman is a
sad thing.  You haven't had a bite
to eat...and, I must say, I must
say...I've never seen you looking
so...you look like hell burned over
Max.  You've lost some weight.  You
need some botox or a filler or
something around those eyes Pardner. 

Max watches a mother and her teenage son laughing at a nearby
table.  She resembles Shay.

MAX
I don't care, I just miss Shay and
Aiden.  Peter, I know you've been
married a few times but you truly
loved Kendra, right?

PETER
Don't make me cry.  Oh my baby Kendra. 
If she'd have me back I'd go in a
minute.

MAX
What made her the one?  What was it
that was so special?

PETER
She didn't try to change me, and I
didn't try to change her.  We worked
through everything and she wasn't
afraid to be a woman...vulnerable
but yet she was my co-leader.  She
didn't get hard and tough, and she
wasn't a submissive Barbie Doll
either.  We were a team.  We did
everything together and respected
one another to no end.  I just had a
stupid roaming eye.

Max slams his coffee.

MAX
Buddy, thanks for some of the best
advice I've heard in a long time.

(MORE)
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MAX (CONT'D)
This is what God has been telling
me.  Gotta catch a flight back to
Tecular to see if the love of my
life will have me.

Peter gives Max a high cheer with his coffee.

PETER
Good Luck!

MAX
I don't believe in good luck, just
good prayer.  I'll call you soon. 
I've got some things to take care
of.  Merry Christmas!

PETER
Merry Christmas to you buddy.

INT. BARNES CHRISTIAN NURSING HOME - EVENING (TWO DAYS
LATER, CHRISTMAS EVE)
(GEORGE, LILLIAN, MAX, SHAY, THE END)

Shay walks down the unusually crowded hallway decorated with
outdated Christmas garb.  ELDERLY PATIENTS sit in their
wheelchairs and walk about.

LILLIAN
Hi Ms. Shay.  Remember me, Lillian?

SHAY
Oh hi Lillian, of course, how could
I forget.  How are you doing?

LILLIAN
Real good, just trying to take care
of everyone here bestest I can. 
Playing piano some for your Dad too.

SHAY
He mentioned how much he was enjoying
that.  I hear you are going to play
for us today?  You promised me a
while back if I'd visit on Christmas
Eve you'd play for me and show me
your stuffed animal collection.

Lillian's face brightens.

LILLIAN
You remembered!  How lucky George is
to have you!  He tells me this all
of the time, how proud he is of you.

SHAY (under her breath)
I wish he'd tell me.
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LILLIAN
What's that dear?

SHAY
Oh, never mind, it's nothing.  Okay,
and before we go to your recital,
show me your stuffed animal
collection, okay.

LILLIAN
I'd love that.  My room is right
here.

They enter Lillian's room.  It is filled to the brim stuffed
animals.

LILLIAN (CONT'D)
Where's that son of yours, Aiden is
it?

SHAY
Uh...well...he's with is Dad today.

LILLIAN
Bet that's hard, not seeing him on
Christmas Eve.

SHAY
It is, but I have learned to adjust
and know I can't be selfish and
controlling with him.

LILLIAN
Good for you honey.  Okay, now if
you will notice, each of my animals,
well, they are electronic.  They all
do, say or act out something.

SHAY
Wow...where'd you get these?

LILLIAN
Different friends, visitors, you
know.  Okay, here are my two favorite
animals.

SHAY
Why?

LILLIAN
Well this is Susie the bear.  She
plays the drums.  Listen.

Lillian presses a button on the bear and it DRUMS.

SHAY
Pretty.
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LILLIAN
This is Martin, her best friend.  He
plays the guitar and is in love with
her.

Lillian presses a button on Martin.  He plays GUITAR and
SINGS a silly song.

SHAY
Nice Lillian, I bet these guys are
good company?

LILLIAN
Yes, they don't talk back!

They both laugh out loud.

SHAY
Why are these two your favorite, out
of all of these guys?

LILLIAN
Well dear, Martin really loves Susie,
and knows he can't go forward in
life without his rhythm section, her
drumming, of course.

SHAY
Oh, so what's the problem?

LILLIAN
Well Susie is so busy walking to the
beat of her own drum she can't listen
to what her heart is really saying
about Martin.  But she's getting
closer.

Lillian winks at Shay.  Shay's eyes begin to well with tears.

SHAY
Thanks for showing me your collection
Lillian.  I think I need to make a
call before the recital...will you
excuse me.

LILLIAN
No dear, we must go now, we are
already late and your Father was
worried about you.

"Max" brightens her cell phone before she ends the call.

SHAY
Okay...let's go to the dining room
and hear your music.
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The dining room is decorated like a fairy tale.  Lillian
plays a romantic love song on the piano.  Many PATIENTS AND
FRIENDS shout SURPRISE!  Nicolette, Jack, Aiden, Renee, George
and Kat surround Shay.  Max enters the room from the back
entrance and walks to Shay.  

MAX
Will you have me back?

SHAY
Max!  What are you doing?  I can't
believe everyone is here---I'm so
sorry, I was such a baby and...I
have a lot of explaining to do Max...I---

Max silences her with his finger to her lips and hands her a
photo.

MAX
This is what most of the calls were
about...our new house, that is if
you'll have me?  I designed it with
you in mind, it has a built in salon
you can work out of.

Max gets down on one knee and slips a ring on her finger. 
George rolls over in his wheel chair.

MAX (CONT'D)
Will you marry me Shay?  I will follow
you to the end of the earth, and...I
won't talk on my cell phone ever
again when we are together unless a
real emergency, and I'll buy you a
lifetime supply of visors and I'll
help you cook every night, only if
you let me burn something?

They laugh and embrace.  George rolls over in his wheelchair.

GEORGE
I've been a mincing on this, whether
he's good enough for you Shay, but I
reckon he fits the bill.

Aiden, Kat and Nicolette release balloons and confetti into
the air.  Max and Shay dance away in a kiss.

FADE OUT:
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